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Introduction 

 

FWCS is a “Learning System.”  In learning systems: 

 All educators commit to continuous learning and to applying that 

learning to their own and others’ performance. 

 Individuals understand their role in and responsibility for helping the 

District achieve its vision, mission, goals and objectives. 

 Educators at every level share responsibility for student and adult 

learning, dedicate themselves to continuous improvement, use data to 

drive decisions and monitor and adjust their practices based on 

feedback. Hirsh, S., Psencik, K. & Brown, F. (2014). Becoming a Learning 

System. 

 

Within FWCS these attributes of a learning system are demonstrated through 

our District’s school and department improvement processes. 

 

School Improvement Planning within FWCS is focused on raising student 

achievement by utilizing a cycle of continuous improvement that: 

 Provides opportunities for all children to meet challenging state 

academic standards. 

 Uses methods and instructional strategies that strengthen the school’s 

academic program, increase the amount and quality of learning time 

and provide an enriched, accelerated and well-rounded curriculum. 

 Addresses the needs of all children, particularly those at risk of not: 

o Reading at or above grade level 

o Being proficient on the state assessment 

o Being disciplined or suspended proportionally to their peers. 
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This document is intended to provide a roadmap for constructing a school 

improvement plan that will fulfill federal, state and District requirements.  It has 

been organized to follow the nine steps of the FWCS Change Theory Process. 

 

Part I 

Introduction 

The FWCS Change Theory Process 

District Root Cause Analysis 

 Step 1A 

District SMART Goals 2020-21 

FWCS Beliefs, Assumptions, Systems 

 

Part II 

SIP - Steps IB – 7 

 Instructions 

 Templates 

 

Part III 

SIP - Required Components 

 State 

 Title I 

 

Part IV 

Appendices 

 FWCS Beliefs, Assumptions, Systems 

 District Resources 

The FWCS Change Theory Process 
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In an effort to meet the challenge of change, FWCS established a system in which all 

work is designed and implemented from a process with a clear vision and purpose that 

aligns to the FWCS Mission: Educating all students to high standards. The Theory of 

Change process is designed to instill a systemic design that engages stakeholders and 

establishes an outline for essential actions required for full implementation with 

fidelity. 

 

The Change Theory ensures leadership articulates a clear vision and purpose for 

creating a sustainable culture that influences leadership effectiveness and student 

achievement. The template is designed to establish early and intermediate 

accomplishments that will set the stage for long-term results through the cycle of 

continuous improvement.  The cycle instills a learning-focused system centered on 

knowledge, attitude, skills, aspirations, and behaviors. Hirsh, S., Crow, T. (2017). 

Becoming a Learning Team.  

 

Monitoring the FWCS Change Theory through a cycle of continuous improvement will 

ensure all stakeholders at the building and district level engage in effective practices 

and experiences that yield measurable results. 
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment  

 

School Vision for Excellence 

 Aligned to long-term outcomes  

Portage Middle School is located in north eastern Indiana in a major metropolitan area.  
The current building was built in 1960 and the exterior was refurbished in 2015.  The 
school serves children from sixth through eighth grade.  The student population is 37.2% 
caucasian, 24.5% African-American, 20.3% Hispanic, 14.8% multiracial, 1.3%  Asian.  
85.7 % of the student population qualify for free or reduced lunch and  23.2 % of the 
population receive special education services.  Additionally, 11.2 % of the student 
population is designated as English Language Learners.   At present, 50% of our learners 
are ‘remote only’ meaning that all of their instruction is delivered online and they are not 
attending in the building.  The other 50% is learning in a blended format meaning that 
they attend Portage Middle School 2-3 days a week and are remote learners 2-3 days a 
week 
 
The vision of Portage Middle School is to be a student-centered school focused on 
ensuring all learners have learning experiences through a STEM culture built through a 
belief that all students are capable of learning.  We will accomplish this vision by 
providing a safe and respectful environment where students master their academic skills 
and take ownership of their learning.  We are devoted to engaging students in instruction 
to build growth mindset through an emphasis on Critical-Thinking, Citizenship, 
Creativity, Collaboration, Character, and Communication 
 
The Portage Middle School staff and district leaders strive to facilitate clear direction, 
student and staff engagement, and continuous improvement.  Clear direction is achieved 
through the focus and alignment of all actions and decisions to the school mission and 
vision.  Furthermore, goal setting, action plans, and communication plans are continually 
used to communicate priorities and actions to school stakeholders.  In order to achieve 
student and staff engagement administration facilitates the development of school 
committees of focus as well as the use of PLCs and high yield instructional strategies.  
Continuous improvement is assured through the administration’s devotion to meeting 
the rigor of Indiana’s Academic Standards and their use of the Teaching and Learning 
Cycle 
 
The teachers of Portage Middle School strive to provide instruction in student–centered 
classrooms that ensure student academic growth, achievement, and development of the 
whole child.  All classrooms, 6-8, are expected to post and make reference to student 
friendly objectives stating “I can, I will be able to, and I will know that I am successful 
when I can” for students to better understand and access their learning objectives.  
Teachers will intentionally plan engaging lessons that make use of evidence based 
instructional strategies.  Furthermore, teachers will make adjustments to instruction and 
classroom grouping based on formative data and checks for understanding.     
 
Partnerships and collaborations to support the school’s continuous improvement  
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Counseling – Erin’s House and Bowen Center 
STEM – Discovery Ed                       
School Safety – Officer Addison + FWPD and FWFD 
 
❖ Measures for Success  

What we say in our mission 
 

Sources of data and evidence 

Respectful 
Responsible  
Safe 

● Discipline referrals 

● Bus referrals 

● Expulsion/suspensions 

● Feedback from Homeroom SEL’s 

● Climate and culture survey 

Mastery of academic skills ● Student data on I/O and Agile 

Mind Assessments 

● Formative classroom 

assessments 

● ILEARN pass rate  

Productive citizens ● Attendance/truancy 

● Tardiness 

● % of students in extracurricular 

activities 

● Career interest surveys 

o Other sources of data/evidence 
o Unit pre and posttests, subject grades, performance checklists, individual 

student work, exit tickets, behavior data, staff attendance, staff surveys, 
observation logs, professional development participation, parent involvement 
data 

 

 

 

 

Current State of the School  

 

 

School Profile  

 Student demographics 

 Staff demographics 

 Student behavior trends  

 

School Profile 
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Portage Middle School is one of ten 6-8 buildings in the Fort Wayne Community School 

District. Upon completion of the 8th grade, students from Portage Middle School attend 

Wayne High School or South Side High School for grades 9 - 12 

  
Enrollment at Portage Middle School has been nearly steady for the past five years at 

approximately 460 students.  

  

  
Vision 

Portage Middle School will be the middle school of choice and a source of community 

pride through its commitment to relationships and STEM culture 

  
Mission Statement 

Portage Middle School educates all students to high standards enabling them to become 

productive, responsible citizens.  
Core Beliefs or Core Values 

1. Citizenship 
2. Character 
3. Critical-Thinking 
4. Creativity 
5. Communication 
6. Collaboration  
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27 / 
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10 / 
10 

1 
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Total 

463 
246 / 
217 
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0 / 0 

142 
79 / 
63 

7 
3 / 4 

88 
49 / 39 

157 
77 / 
80 

67 
36 / 
31 

2 
2 / 0 

0 
0 / 0 

 

Staff Demographics 
The staff at Portage Middle School is diverse in experience, yet homogeneous in race and 

ethnicity. The majority of certified staff and classified staff are white.  A higher percentage of 

classified staff are African-American than are certified staff 
Student Behavior 

The staff of Portage Middle School is committed to providing a safe and secure learning 

environment. Students and their parents/guardians are fully aware of the school’s policies, 

procedures, and code of conduct. At the beginning of the school year and throughout the 

year, school personnel are trained in classroom management strategies, designed to prevent 

and effectively respond to student misconduct. Specific procedures for professional staff are 

outlined in the Staff Handbook, which is updated and annually distributed to all staff at the 

beginning of the school year. In the 2019-2020 school year, Portage saw a significant decline 

in suspensions due to restructuring of the In-School Suspension model.  Rather than housing 

students in ISS, we utilized the ISS supervisor to be a PBIS resource along with our 

Administrative Assistant.  Together, they work with students and teachers to help keep 

students focused on their work.  From 2018-2019 to 2019-2020, the number of suspension 

days dropped from 499 to 433.   

  
The school counselor works with the School Resource Officer, the School Nurse, and 

classroom teachers + community partners to provide ongoing guidance lessons that 

incorporate corresponding health curriculum objectives. Topics, such as resisting drugs and 

violence, personal goal setting, and physical wellness are addressed with students. 
All doors of the school are locked and admittance to the school requires recognition by school 

personnel. Upon entry, visitors are required to register at the office and wear a name tag 

while moving throughout the building. School and corporation personnel wear identification 

tags while in the building. 

  

 
Student Academic Outcomes 

The foundation for our vision to ensure all students embrace learning and their own future is 

to provide high quality learning opportunities that promote academic growth and achievement 

for all. Ultimately, all decision-making is based on our intention that all students are capable of 

learning at high levels. This vision provides continuous guidance as we analyze student 

academic data and student outcome objectives.  

  
 

Summary of Current School Improvement Strategies 
The Portage Middle School QIT is consistently reviewing school data and revising SIP 

strategies through the cycle of continuous improvement through: 
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1. Engagement of a broad range of stakeholders; including families, educators, community 

partners, and students in the CNA process. 

2. Accumulation of qualitative data (interviews and surveys) of families and educators to gain a 

better understanding of the root causes of our identified needs. 

3. Examination of relevant qualitative and quantitative data to understand the most urgent 

needs of students, educators, and the overall school as well as the potential root causes of 

these needs. (ESSA, Title I Schoolwide Program) 

4. Description of the key findings and outcomes of the CNA, including, but not limited to: 

1. The data sources used in the CNA process; 

2. A detailed analysis of data from all student subgroups; 

3. An examination of student, teacher, school, and community feedback; and 

4. A summary of priorities that will be addressed in the plan, including priorities that 

address (1) student achievement in relation to rigorous state academic standards and 

(2) the needs of those children who are failing or are at-risk of failing to meet the 

rigorous state academic standards. 

Summary of Core Curricula 
The curriculum for Portage Middle School is developed by the Fort Wayne Community School 

Corporation, based on Indiana Academic Standards. Corresponding pacing guides direct the 

flow of instruction and adhesion to academic standards. These guides include references to 

currently adopted core instructional materials, both online and in print. Curriculum for each 

subject - mathematics, language arts (including reading, English, spelling, and writing), social 

studies, science/health, the arts, and physical education - are reviewed and revised during the 

year of state textbook/resource adoption or as determined by the district. Copies of the 

curriculum and pacing guides are available on the Fort Wayne Community School 

Corporation PowerSchool Learning Management System 
Summary of Formative and Summative Assessments 

Portage Middle School utilizes a number of assessments to evaluate students’ academic and 

behavioral status and progress. Academic assessment data is used by school personnel to 

plan subsequent on-grade level, remedial, and enrichment instruction. Behavioral data is 

used by school personnel to assist in behavioral interventions, including attendance. Below is 

a list of academic assessments used by subject and grade level.  We use standardized data 

to help differentiate and drive instructional decisions.  In 2018-2019, 11.9% of Portage 

students passed both Math and ELA ILEARN tests while over 60% showed high growth. It is 

imperative that we analyze standardized and in-class data to help increase student 

proficiency in addition to the growth 

  
Subject:  English/Language Arts - Interim and Formative 

I/O assessments 
Subject: English/Language Arts - Summative 
 ILEARN 
Subject: Mathematics - Interim and Formative 
I/O assessments; Agile Mind assessments 
Subject: Mathematics - Summative 
ILEARN assessments 
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Academic Enrichment - High ability Assessments 
CoGAT 

 
Summary of Academic Intervention and Enrichment Programs 

The staff at Portage Middle School believe all students should learn at high levels. This 

entails meeting the diverse learning levels and needs of all students through a comprehensive 

pyramid for success. To this end, Tier 1 instruction is differentiated by classroom teachers, 

taking into consideration content, the process by which students will learn the content, and 

the outcomes (products) expected of students. When students require additional assistance 

to master content or demonstrate the need for a deeper understanding of content, classroom 

teachers collaborate with one another and specialized instructional support personnel. The 

need for remedial and advanced instruction is determined by continuously monitoring student 

performance data. Using criteria set forth by the pyramid for success, Tier 2, and more 

extensive Tier 3 supports are provided for students as necessary. Examples of supports 

offered at these levels include, but are not limited to, Title1 instruction, high ability clustering, 

intervention services, behavior plans, student support teams,  and special education services. 

 

 

 

 
Summary of Teacher and Staff Professional Learning Opportunities 

Professional Learning is job-embedded in some instances and outside of the contracted day 

in others.  Teachers engage in consistent professional learning regarding Learning Forward, 

Discovery Ed STEM Training, and PBIS training as well as school and district created PL 

sessions.  The driving force for PL are the short-term, intermediate, and long-term outcomes 

as determined by the Principal in conjunction with the CSI team of Matt Schiebel and Kay 

Psencik as well as the school QIT              

Summary of Teacher and Staff Coaching and Evaluation Model 
A priority for Portage Middle School is to empower teachers to continuously refine and 

improve their professional practice. This comes about through a careful self-reflection by each 

teacher, collaboration between the principal and each teacher, and on-going coaching 

support by the instructional coach. Simultaneously, teachers work collectively as collaborative 

teams to identify schoolwide priorities based on student performance data. Together, these 

create priorities from which individual and schoolwide goals are developed. With the school’s 

vision as the focal point at all times, staff collectively commit to teaching practices and an 

educational environment that promotes high levels of learning for all students. This is called 

the Teaching and Learning Cycle which is driven by the cycle of continuous improvement 

  

 
The formal evaluation model is based on the requirements set forth by the state and was 

developed jointly by the school corporation and local teachers’ association. The principal  

observes each teacher multiple times during the year and gives timely feedback to the 

teacher through Targeted Feedback and Focused Feedback models 
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Summary of Key Family and Community Engagement Strategies 
One of the responsibilities of the QIT is to coordinate family engagement and outreach. The 

family outreach coordinator is the key point of contact for studying, planning, and 

implementing family engagement services and events.  

  
The school website which includes timely information about the school and school events 
Family/Student Handbook which is distributed in print form at the beginning of the year or 

upon enrollment; 
Text reminders of important events, such as parent-teacher conferences, and text alerts when 

emergencies and/or school delays/cancellations occur; 
Personal telephone contacts (telephone calls and email) by staff to discuss students’ 

successes and matters of concern regarding students’ academic progress and/or behavior; 
Parent-Teacher Conferences, which are held in the fall for all students and in the spring, as 

necessary to discuss student academic concerns, state testing results, and summer school 

enrollment; 
Progress reports, Progress can be checked continually through online access to PowerSchool 

Gradebook 
Current family activities include: 
Annual Title 1 Back to School parent meetings, held in the fall, for the Title I program; (virtual 

this year) 
Monthly PTSA meetings, convened by PTSA officers; (virtual this year) 
PTSA-sponsored events, Family fun nights at the school (on hold at this time) 
Parent University – Title 1 funded program to connect parents with community resources (on 

hold at this time, seeking a possible virtual format) 
List of Community Partnerships 

Partnering with community stakeholders is an important component of Portage Middle 

School’s Vision of Excellence. The staff believes that a continuous, collaborative relationship 

enables the school and community stakeholders is vital for understanding the needs and 

demands in the school, community, and workforce. Additionally, local agency support is 

critical to meet the needs of families and students who find themselves with personal 

struggles.  

  
FWPD:  Our School Resource Officer is a member of the Fort Wayne Police Department 

YMCA and YWCA:  Support in programs developed and delivered by Portage Guidance 

Counselor 

Erin’s House for Grieving Children:  Emotional support group run weekly on-site for students 

that have experienced the death of a family member or friend. 
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District Root Cause Analysis 

 

Step 1A: Innovation/Vision – Cabinet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose:  

 To develop a clear and shared vision around an essential innovation. 

 

Materials:  

 Chart Paper, markers, sticky notes. 

 

Preparation:  

 Engage the vision team in study around the innovation (reading articles, 

observing classrooms, watching videos and PL opportunities). 

 

Process:  

1. Share with team the purpose of the session and the outcome expected. 

2. Ask each team member to write on a post-it note individually, in one or two 

sentences, what the innovation really is. 

3. Facilitate the team working together to synthesize what everyone said and 

come to agreement on one or two sentences that capture all the thinking. 

4. Ask the team to follow the same procedure using sticky notes to identify the 

critical attributes of the innovation. (Again, not having any research to 

support the thinking might lead to a vision that is similar to what is currently 

in practice and getting the same results.) 

5. Reflect on the work and create a plan to share feedback from all those 

impacted by the innovation. 
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District Focus Areas and Goals 

1. 100% of students demonstrate ELA proficiency 

2. 100% of students demonstrate Mathematics proficiency  

3. 100% of students read at grade level  

4. 100% of students demonstrate positive behavior  

District Targets  

 

 

*When comparing to district benchmarks in Section 1B, schools must identify level 

averages (rather than district-wide averages displayed above).   

 

 

 

Focus Area Metric 
2018-19 EOY 
Performance 

Long-Term 
Target 

2020-21 
Target  

English 
Language Arts  

Percentage of  
Students Proficient 

32.5% 76.5% 35.9% 

English 
Language Arts 

Percentage of  
Students Meeting 
their Conditional 

Growth Target(NWEA 
MAP Growth) 

- - 35% 

Mathematics 
Percentage of  

Students Proficient 
26.9% 71.5% 30.6% 

Mathematics 

Percentage of  
Students Meeting 
their Conditional 

Growth Target(NWEA 
MAP Growth) 

- - 35% 

Literacy 

Percentage of 
All Students at 

Grade Level 
(NWEA MAP Fluency) 

- - - 

ELL Growth 

Percentage of 
Students Achieving 

Growth >=0.2 Levels 
(WIDA) 

54.4% 77.2% 59% 

Positive 
Behavior 
Supports 

Percentage of 
Students without a 

Referral 
77.5% 88% 79.6%  

Positive 
Behavior 
Supports 

Total OSS Days 15,301 12,722 

9,418(Only In-

Person 

Students) 

Attendance 
Percentage of Model 

Attendees 
60.7% 82.75% 65.1% 

Commented [S4]: This information was populated by 
the District  
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FWCS Beliefs, Assumptions, Systems 

 

In addition to data sources, the District has developed the following Beliefs, 

Assumptions and Systems to support the achievement of District Goals. You will 

also want to use these resources and integrate them into your goal setting 

process.  Details and descriptions can be found in the Appendix. 

 
 

1. Mission, Vision, Core Values 

2. District Goals 

3. FWCS Systems for Action 

4. Moral Purpose / Triple P 

5. FWCS Pyramid for Success 

6. Vision for Learning / 21
st

 Century Student Skills 

7. Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment Matrix 

8. FWCS Leadership Framework 

9. FWCS Professional Learning Framework 

10. FWCS Professional Learning System 

11. Standards for Professional Learning 

12. Cycle of Continuous Improvement for Educator Practices 

13. Change Theory (Arrow) 

14. Ron Edmond’s quote 
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Part II 

 

 

SIP - Steps IB – 7 

 Instructions 

 Templates 

  

 

 

To be completed electronically 

and submitted to the IDOE with Part III 
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Step 1B: Innovation/Vision – Building - Instructions   

Data Reflection:  

A. Begin by assessing your school’s overall performance.  Before 

completing the section below, examine your school’s SIP profile, 

available in FWCS BI Reports.  These dashboards are intended to 

provide aggregate performance in your building and among relevant subgroups with 

respect to overall FWCS SMART goals.   

Focus Area Metric 
2020 EOY 

Performance 
(District- Level) 

2019 EOY 
Performance 

(School) 

2020 EOY 
Performance 

(School) 

English Language Arts  
Percentage of  

Students Proficient 
(ISTEP/ILEARN) 

Elem: 33.5% 
Middle: 32.8% 

High: 29.9% 
17.2% N/A 

English Language Arts 

Percentage of  
Students Meeting 
their Conditional 

Growth Target(NWEA 
MAP Growth) 

N/A TBD 
N/A 

 

Mathematics 
Percentage of  

Students Proficient 
(ISTEP/ILEARN) 

Elem: 39.8% 
Middle: 28.6% 

High: 11.3% 
15.8% 

N/A 
 

Mathematics 

Percentage of  
Students Meeting 
their Conditional 

Growth Target(NWEA 
MAP Growth) 

N/A 

 
TBD 

N/A 
 

Literacy 

Percentage of 
All Students at 

Grade Level 
(NWEA MAP Fluency) 

N/A 

 
40.5% N/A 

ELL Performance 

Percentage of 
Students Achieving 

Growth >=0.2 Levels 
(WIDA) 

Elem: 67.1% 
Middle: 28.1% 

High: 36.5% 
 

20%  

Positive Behavior Supports  
Percentage of 

Students without a  
Disciplinary Referral  

Elem: 83.3% 
Middle: 68.8% 

High: 71.0% 
 

55.7%  

Positive Behavior Supports Total OSS Days 

Elem: 4,541 
Middle: 4,510 

High: 5455 
 

499  

Attendance 
Percentage of Model 

Attendees 

Elem: 63% 
Middle: 58.9% 

High: 53.2% 
 

55.8%  

Commented [S5]: The first column was populated by 
the District  
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 Step 1B Template to complete, continued        

Use 19-20 data reflection                  

With your QIT, use your SIP school profile to answer the following 

questions:  

Data Reflection  

 How did overall school performance change in the prior school year?  Over the 

previous years?    

 

We continue to see decline in Math and ELA scores since the implementation of new 

standards and new testing. 

 

We see that attendance has improved and that the number of suspension days has 

decreased 

 

 

 How does performance compare to District benchmarks? 

 

Portage is consistently below the district benchmarks and averages in most categories.  

The glaring exceptions to this are in ELL growth and Disproportionality (especially 

African-American Disproportionality).  The district goal is to be below 2 and the 

benchmark shows very close to 2.  Portage is significantly below 2 

 

 

 How does performance vary across demographic subgroups, and how does this 

compare to subgroup averages across your level in the District? 

 

Hispanic students have shown the highest achievement in both Math and ELA on ISTEP 

testing.  Special Ed and African American subgroups are consistently below the district 

averages and benchmarks 

 

 How does performance vary across grade levels, and how may this help action plans 

for the upcoming school year?    

In historical data, when tracking cohort groups, there is always a significant dip going 

from 6
th

 ELA and Math to 7
th

 ELA and Math.  We have 2 new 7
th

 grade Math teachers this 

year, so part of the plan needs to be new teacher support as we are implementing a new 

curriculum 

 

Commented [S6]: Use information from 19-20 revise as 
needed  
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 Where are your school’s greatest strengths in performance?  Where are the greatest 

challenges and focus areas for the upcoming school year?   

 

Greatest strengths are growth, specifically ELL growth, increasing attendance, and 

decreasing disproportionality.   

 

The greatest challenge is the cohort decline from 6
th

 grade ELA and 6
th

 grade Math to 

7
th

 grade ELA and 7
th

 grade Math 

 

B. For each focus area and SIP target, identify your school’s baseline 

performance, long-term goal, and target for the 2019-20 school year.  

 

Please hold on placing any data in this grid  

 

Focus Area Metric 

2018-19 EOY 
Performance 
(School)(Due 

to Covid) 

Long Term 
Goal  

(2022-23) 

2020-21 Target  

English Language Arts 
Percentage of  

Students Proficient 
(ISTEP/ILEARN) 

17.2% 
40% 30% 

English Language Arts 

Percentage of  
Students Meeting their 

Conditional Growth 
Target(NWEA MAP 

Growth) 

N/A 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

35% 

Mathematics 
Percentage of  

Students Proficient 
(ISTEP/ILEARN) 

15.8% 
40% 30% 

Mathematics 

Percentage of  
Students Meeting their 

Conditional Growth 
Target(NWEA MAP 

Growth) 

N/A 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

35% 

Literacy 

Percentage of 
All Students at 

Grade Level K-2(NWEA 
MAP Fluency) 

N/A 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

N/A 

ELL Performance (19-
20) 

Percentage of Students 
Achieving Growth >=0.2 

Levels 
25.81% 

75% 50% 

Commented [S7]: More guidance regarding this data 
will be forthcoming  
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Step 1B – Target Setting Guidance  

Due to the shortened in person school year last year please use data from 18-19 for 

English Language Arts/Math Proficiency, Discipline, and Attendance when setting your 

2020-21 targets.  Use 19-20 data for Ell Performance. 

 

Persistent Attendee: Students with attendance rates of 96% or above, as reported to 

Indiana. This category includes both excused and unexcused absences, but does not 

include suspension days.  

Improved Attendee: Any student whose attendance rate improves 3 percentage points 

or more from the previous school year.  

Model Attendee: Any student who qualifies as a persistent or improved attendee. 

 

For proficiency and proficiency-like metrics, long-term and 2018-19 targets will be set 

with the goal of cutting non-proficiency in half by 2022-23, and making equivalent 

progress in each year in-between.  As an example:  

 

A school has an ELA proficiency rate of 54% in 2017-18. (Baseline year)    

 

Long-term target  

Non-proficiency: 100%-54%=46%  

46%/2 = 23%  

23% + 54% = 77%   

 

2018-19 Target 

23%/5 years=4.6%  

4.6% + 54% = 58.6%  

Metrics where targets can be set using this formula include:  

Discipline - 
All Students 

Percentage of Students 
without a Referral 

55.7% 
80% 70% 

Discipline - 
All Students 

Total OSS Days (In 
Person Students Only) 

433 
200 300 

Attendance 
Percentage of Model 

Attendees 
55.8% 

70% 65% 

 English Language Arts - Percentage of Students Proficient 

 Mathematics- Percentage of Students Proficient 

 Literacy- Percentage of All Students at Grade Level 

 Percentage of Students without a Referral 
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For other metrics, district-wide targets are established as follows:  

 
Step 2:  KASAB - Instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose: 

Clarify the vision by declaring the roles of those who are to implement the 

school improvement plan (SIP). Establish a KASAB to declare new and expected 

knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations, and behaviors essential to achieve the 

goals. 

 

Materials:   

 Sticky notes 

 Chart paper 

 Markers 

 Pen and pencil 

 

Preparation: 

 Ensure everyone participating knows the process and purpose of a KASAB 

 

Process: 

1. Clarify the purpose of a KASAB. (A KASAB helps a team understand what shifts 

in adult practice are essential for the team to fully achieve its moral purpose or 

the goals of any SIP.) 

 Percentage of Model Attendees 

Metric Long-Term Target 2018-19 Target 

ELA - Percentage of Students Achieving High Growth 45% 45% 

Math- Percentage of Students Achieving High Growth 45% 45% 

WIDA- % of Students Growing 0.5 Levels 
Elementary: 70% 
Secondary: 35% 

Elementary: 70% 
Secondary: 35% 

Total OSS  
25% Reduction 
from 2017-18  

5% Reduction  
From 2017-18 
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2. Ask team members to work in small groups and to define the changes in 

Knowledge, Attitudes, Skills, Aspirations, and Behaviors that will result from 

the professional learning essential to achieve the SIP. 

3. Facilitate the conversations to insure precise language is used. (Knowledge, 

Attitudes, Skills, Aspirations, and Behaviors) 

4. Ensure everyone who is impacted by the SIP provides input into the KASAB and 

begins to see what they need to understand and learn well. 

Identify stakeholders: for example, interventionists, administrators, teachers, 

support staff, students, managers, directors, external support, etc. 
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Step 2 Instructions, continued  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Commented [S8]: Use 19/20 information…revise as 
needed 
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Step 2 KASAB Template to complete 

District Focus Areas 

 100% of students demonstrate ELA proficiency 

 100% of students demonstrate Mathematics proficiency  

 100% of students read at grade level  

 100% of students demonstrate positive behavior  

 Students Parents Teachers 
School 

Administrators 

*Other (coach, 

interventionists, 

administrative 

assistants, support 

staff) 

Knowledge 
Conceptual 

understanding 

of 

information, 

theories, 

principles, and 

research 

1)Their data 

(SRI, ISTEP, 

Lexlie, 

Behavioral) 

2)Portage 

Expectations 

3)Test taking 

skills and 

strategies 

4)Content 

knowledge at 

or above grade 

level 

5)Portage and 

district goals 

6)What the 

expected level 

of mastery is 

for their 

content area 

1)Their 

student’s data 

(SRI, ISTEP, 

Lexlie, 

Behavioral) 

2)Portage 

expectations 

3)How to 

support 

learning at 

home 

4)Student 

strengths and 

weaknesses 

5)Portage and 

District Goals 

6)District and 

State testing 

dates 

7)That reading 

at home will 

lead to 

increased 

fluency and 

reading 

proficiency 

8)How to 

access Pinnacle 

Parent Portal 

9)That their 

children are 

valued at the 

school 

1)Best Teaching Practices 

2)Content/Literacy 

Standards 

3)Effective Collaboration 

Practices 

4)Student Data 

5)PBIS Expectations 

6)PBIS Interventions 

7)Lexile/SRI Data 

8)SIP Goals and Strategies 

9)Student 

Interests/strengths, 

motivations, and deficits 

10) District and Stretch 

Goals 

11)Differentiation 

12)Goal-setting 

13)How to support 

literacy in content 

14)SPED and ELL 

Modifications 

15)Scaffolding Instruction 

to show growth/progress 

16)How to write good 

assessment questions 

1)Schoolwide data 

and how to drill 

down to student 

level 

2)Students who are 

‘at-risk’ 

behaviorally and 

academically and 

interventions to 

help them become 

successful 

3)How to develop 

fair and consistent 

practices in staff 

4)Teacher 

strengths and 

weaknesses and 

how to best 

support them 

5)How to support 

parents and help 

them support 

student learning 

6)Testing 

processes and 

procedures 

7)Best instructional 

practices to help 

teachers 

implement new 

practices 

8)Provide time for 

reading instruction 

1)Best Teaching Practices 

2)Content/Literacy 

Standards 

3)Effective Collaboration 

Practices 

4)Student Data 

5)PBIS Expectations 

6)PBIS Interventions 

7)Lexile/SRI Data 

8)SIP Goals and Strategies 

9)Student 

Interests/strengths, 

motivations, and deficits 

10) District and Stretch 

Goals 

11)Differentiation 

12)Goal-setting 

13)How to support 

literacy in content 

14)SPED and ELL 

Modifications 

15)Scaffolding Instruction 

to show growth/progress 

16)How to write good 

assessment questions 

17) How to translate best 

instructional practices to 

remote learners and 

remote learning through 

digital means 
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 9)How to 

collaborate with 

teachers 

 

Attitudes 
Beliefs about 

the value of 

particular 

information or 

strategies 

1)Give best 

effort every 

day 

2)Be engaged 

in the 

classroom 

3)Work hard 

and persevere 

through failure 

4)Responsible, 

Accountable, 

Motivated, Safe 

5)Success is 

possible 

6)Reading at 

grade level is 

possible 

7)Focused on 

what is 

important 

8)Desire to 

learn 

9)Believe in 

themselves 

10)Open to 

new 

instructional 

experiences 

1)Positive 

attitudes 

toward 

students, 

teachers and 

their work 

2)Willing to 

help support 

school 

3)ISTEP and 

reading at 

grade level are 

both important 

4)Believe in 

their student 

5)My child 

needs to be in 

school every 

day 

6)Responsive 

and 

collaborative 

1)Positive and 

Enthusiastic 

2)Intentional about what 

we do 

3)Committed 

4)Willing to 

try/implement PL 

strategies (coachable) 

5)Relational 

6)Believe in student 

success 

7)Don’t take student 

behaviors personally 

8)All are capable of 

learning 

9)Deliver appropriate 

support for student 

success 

10)Encouraging/bucket 

filler 

11)Collaborative 

12)Empathetic 

13)Passionate 

1)Positivity 

2)Relational 

3)Supportive 

4)Promote positive 

behavior of staff 

and students 

5)Intentional 

6)Children and 

teachers can 

succeed with 

appropriate 

support 

7)There are no 

“bad kids” 

8)Open and 

approachable 

9)Encouraging 

10)Do what is best 

for kids 

11)Recognize hard 

work and success 

12)Collaborative 

 

 

 

1)Positive and 

Enthusiastic 

2)Intentional about what 

we do 

3)Committed 

4)Willing to 

try/implement PL 

strategies (coachable) 

5)Relational 

6)Believe in student 

success 

7)Don’t take student 

behaviors personally 

8)All are capable of 

learning 

9)Deliver appropriate 

support for student 

success 

10)Encouraging/bucket 

filler 

11)Collaborative 

12)Empathetic 

13)Passionate 

14) Attitude that good 

instruction is good 

instruction whether 

students are in-person or 

remote 

15) Willingness to do the 

work to develop 

instructional best 

practices for remote 

learners 

Skills 
Strategies and 

processes to 

apply 

knowledge 

1)Math and 

ELA skills at 

Grade level 

2)Effective 

study skills 

3)Effective 

communication 

skills 

4)Setting 

achievable, but 

challenging 

goals 

5)Ability to 

make 

good/positive 

choices 

1)Able to 

provide 

academic and 

behavioral 

support at 

home 

2)Check 

student grades 

3)Getting 

students to 

school 

everyday 

4)Open 

communication 

with school 

1)Fluency/comprehension 

and metacognition 

reading strategies 

2)Adding rigor and 

relevance to instruction 

and assessments 

3)Classroom 

management 

4)Differentiate for various 

learners 

5)Use technology to 

enhance instruction and 

add rigor/relevance 

6)Math computation 

strategies 

1)Timely 

communication 

and actionable 

feedback for 

teachers, students, 

and parents 

2)Effective servant 

leadership 

3)Make meaningful 

connections with 

students and 

teachers 

4)Help teachers 

find appropriate 

resources for high 

quality instruction 

1)Fluency/comprehension 

and metacognition 

reading strategies 

2)Adding rigor and 

relevance to instruction 

and assessments 

3)Classroom 

management 

4)Differentiate for various 

learners 

5)Use technology to 

enhance instruction and 

add rigor/relevance 

6)Math computation 

strategies 
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6)Decoding 

strategies for 

literacy 

7)RAWC 

Strategies 

8)Positive 

leadership 

skills 

9)Grit and 

perseverance 

10)Analyze the 

meaning of 

their own data 

with 

appropriate 

support 

7)Communication and 

collaboration skills 

8)Support student 

w/various behavior 

struggles 

9)Work/home balance for 

stress relief 

5)Establish an 

effective PL cycle 

6)Personable  

7)Organized 

8)Effective 

classroom 

observation and 

feedback 

9)Delegate and 

promote 

leadership within 

10)Data analysis 

7)Communication and 

collaboration skills 

8)Support student 

w/various behavior 

struggles 

9)Work/home balance for 

stress relief 

10) Provide quality 

instruction for remote 

learners on a daily basis 

Aspirations 
Desires, or 

internal 

motivation, to 

engage in a 

particular 

practice 

1)Meet district 

and Portage 

goals 

2)Achieve 

success 

3)Success and 

planning 

beyond middle 

school 

4)Personal 

pride and self-

esteem 

resulting from 

success 

5)Becoming a 

well-prepared 

student 

6)Doing things 

“The Portage 

Way” 

7)Desire for a 

safe and 

supportive 

school culture 

1)Success for 

their student 

academically, 

socially, and 

behaviorally 

2)Strive for 

student’s 

personal best 

3)Vision for 

child’s future 

beyond middle 

school 

1)Provide opportunity for 

all students to be 

successful 

2)Differentiate for all 

learners 

3)Help all students 

without bias 

4)Be a continual learner 

5)Make learning 

engaging 

6)Provide multiple 

opportunities to succeed 

7)Desire to build 

relationships with all kids 

8)Be a bucket filler 

10)High quality 

instruction for all 

1)Help all staff 

become highly 

effective 

2)Help all students 

achieve success 

3)Promote success 

by having all 

students in class 

and engaged 100% 

of the time 

4)Establish a safe 

and engaging 

learning 

environment 

5)All students 

prepared to 

graduate HS 

6)All staff and 

students doing 

things “The 

Portage Way” 

7)Getting 

commitment from 

all stakeholders 

 

1)Provide opportunity for 

all students to be 

successful 

2)Differentiate for all 

learners 

3)Help all students 

without bias 

4)Be a continual learner 

5)Make learning 

engaging 

6)Provide multiple 

opportunities to succeed 

7)Desire to build 

relationships with all kids 

8)Be a bucket filler 

10)High quality 

instruction for all 

11) To get 100% of 

students fully connected 

to their remote learning 

Behaviors 
Consistent 

application of 

knowledge 

and skills 

1)Meet Portage 

expectations 

2)Goal-setting 

3)Create a plan 

to achieve 

goals 

4)Be here, Be 

engaged, Work 

Hard (The 

Portage Way) 

1)Get students 

to school on 

time every day 

2)Support 

students in 

achieving goals 

3)Support 

school 

expectations 

4)Monitor 

progress 

through 

1)Be fair and consistent 

2)Be intentional and 

focused with lesson 

planning to teach all 

students 

3)Display positive, 

encouraging attitude 

4)Intentional/focused 

collaboration 

5)Professionalism 

6)Commitment  

1)Consistently 

train stakeholders 

on Portage 

expectations 

2)Recognize and 

celebrate success 

consistently 

3)Fair and 

consistent 

4)Consistent and 

reliable support 

1)Be fair and consistent 

2)Be intentional and 

focused with lesson 

planning to teach all 

students 

3)Display positive, 

encouraging attitude 

4)Intentional/focused 

collaboration 

5)Professionalism 

6)Commitment 
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5)Self-advocate 

for support 

when needed 

6)Appropriate 

school 

interactions 

with peers and 

adults 

7)Maximum 

effort on 

assessments 

Pinnacle and 

communication 

5)Encouraging 

reading daily 

at home 

5)Keep 

stakeholders 

focused on goals 

6)Maintain positive 

focus and direction 

toward SIP goals 

7)Commitment to 

success of all 

stakeholders 

7) Consistency and 

excellence in delivery of 

remote instruction 

 
 

* The data from your KASAB may be used to write the required school narrative on the 

last page of Part III of the SIP.  Add columns to the KASAB as needed. 

Step 3:  Theory of Change Questions - Instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose:    

Develop leaders’ skills in establishing an effective theory of change to achieve 

goals established by their learning community. When working through a Theory 

of Change, team members consider barriers they will face when working toward 

full implementation of the SIP to achieve their goals. Analyze the change 

process essential to achieve the goals. 

 

Materials: 

Chart paper, markers sticky notes. 

 

Preparation: 

Engage the vision team in study around the SIP  

 

Process: 

1.  State the team’s expectations: Team members will establish a theory of change 

to achieve the goals they have set as an organization. Team members will 

develop a clear theory of change before making decisions about the actions 

they will take to achieve their goals. 
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2.  Explain that a theory of change clarifies all building blocks required to achieve 

a long-term outcome. This set of connected building blocks establishes a path 

to success.  

3.  Ask participants to work in small teams to answer each Theory of Change 

Question. If team members require additional research before the questions 

can be answered effectively, ask them to conduct their research and come 

prepared to share. 
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Step 3 Instructions, continued 

 

4.  Consider the questions one at a time. Once each participant has answered, ask 

each small team to come to agreement. 

a. Ask each team to share results with the whole group. 

b. Find common ideas and come to consensus as a whole group. 

c. Answer the second question in the same way and proceed until all 

questions are answered. 

d. Ask each team member to reflect on his or her work, share it with the 

larger community, and make revisions in answers based on the best 

thinking of everyone. 

e. Use the theory of change to establish a clearly articulated plan of action. 

f. Implement the plan and reflect on the progress regularly. 
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Step 3 Template to complete 

 

 

Theory of Change Questions: 

1. What is the current situation 

that we intend to impact? 

Getting all adults in the building to use new curriculum 

and PBIS supports and practices + successfully engage 

in remote learning 

2. What will it look like when 

we achieve the desired 

results? 

Portage will have a culture of excellence both 

academically and behaviorally whether learning in 

person or remotely 

3. What do we need to do to 

achieve that? 
Commitment to strategies learned through continued 

professional learning 

4. What behaviors need to 

change for that outcome to 

be achieved? 

Adults must accept and commit to controlling what they 

can control (personal behavior and responses) rather 

than trying to control student, parent, or other adult 

behavior and responses. 

5. What knowledge or skills do 

people need before the 

behavior will change? 

Continuing PL on curriculum, trauma-informed school, 

and brain research + use of educational technologies for 

remote learner engagement 

6. How will we measure our 

effectiveness? 

Math Curriculum:  Targeted Feedback, Classroom Visits, 

ILEARN Passing Rates. 

ELA Curriculum:  Portage Teachers on Curriculum Team, 

Classroom Visits 

PBIS:  # of Suspension Days, # of Referrals, # of Students 

earning and retaining Trust Cards 

7. How would we differentiate 

our work to meet their 

different needs? 

Collaboration with STEM/STEAM schools will be 

differentiated by content area.  Other content PL will be 

differentiated by Principal attending common planning 

time.  Work is differentiated in PLCs and Grade Level 

PLCs through the use of the Teaching and Learning 

Cycle PL Guidance Tool 

Commented [S9]: Use 19-20 
information…review/revise if applicable 
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* The answers to your Theory of Change questions may be used to write the required 

school narrative on the last page of Part III of the SIP.  
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Step 4A: District Professional Learning Cycle of Continuous Improvement  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions 

                                 

Purpose: 

To ensure educators are developing the skills, attitudes, and behaviors 

essential for achieving the District goals of the innovation and to move through 

first and second order change effectively. 

 

Materials: 

The graphic of the cycle 

 

Preparation: 

Review the Cycle of Continuous Improvement and bring evidence of where they 

believe their team is along the cycle. 

 

Process: 

1. Review the cycle with all team members. 

2. Each team member shares perspectives of the value of the cycle in their learning 

communities and the progress they are making to achieve the goals of the 

innovation. 

3. Each individual shares where they think they are in the cycle and the evidence 

they brought to support their thinking. 

4. Each member of the team gives warm and cool feedback about their progress 

and the use of the cycle to achieve the goals. 

5. Summarize the comments, establish next steps, and commit to them. 
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Step 4A Instructions, continued 

 

Example:  
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Step 4B: School Cycle of Continuous Improvement - Instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You just completed an important section of the Change Theory as you considered the 

importance of professional learning and areas for growth. In Step 4B, the same process 

will be used to create a Cycle of Continuous Improvement using the articulate vision 

(Step 1B) and the elements of your KASAB (Step 2). It is important in this phase to 

consider whole school change toward improvement.  

 

What will it take to move from where we are to achieve our goals for the year? As you 

completed your theory of change questions (Step 3), remember that the Cycle of 

Continuous Improvement ensures successful achievement of the goals outlined in your 

SIP. How will your school move from vision to high levels of goal attainment? 

 

Purpose: 

Develop a cycle that is unique to the innovation and will ensure successful 

achievement of the goals. This work clarifies each outcome that is essential for 

a team to establish a clear logic model. A theory of change is grounded in an 

effective cycle of continuous improvement. It is designed based on: If this . . 

Then this . . thinking. 

 

Materials: 

 Copy of the Learning Forward Cycle of Continuous Improvement 

 Copies of the Vision statement 

 The KASAB 

 Sticky notes 

 

Preparation: (none) 
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Step 4B Instructions, continued 

 

Process: 

1. Share the purpose of the cycle of continuous improvement. 

2. Teams review the work that is in place (clearly articulated vision and KASAB). 

Post these around the room. 

3. Each person uses sticky notes to write one precise outcome that must be in 

place to consider the team ready to move on.   

4. When everyone has written sticky notes, have them post them all on the wall. 

5. Facilitate the team to find common sticky notes. 

6. Small groups work on each step and come to a consensus. 

7. Organize synthesized statements into a logical circle based on the Learning 

Forward Cycle of Continuous Improvement. 

8. Seek feedback and commit to using the cycle when finalized.  
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Step 4B Template to complete 
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Step 5: Logic Model - Instructions  

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose: 

To clearly articulate first and second order change/outcomes and essential 

resources to accomplish the moral purpose, the goals of an organization, and 

the innovation essential to achieve the goals. Develop a logic model identifying 

short-term, mid-term and long-term outcomes. You and your QIT will complete 

the logic model to align with your data and goals. 

 

Materials: 

The completed vision of the SIP, the goals, KASAB, Theory of Change 

Questions, District professional learning cycle of continuous improvement and 

cycles of continuous improvement. 

 

Preparation: 

Review the work of the team around change to ensure alignment with long-

term, intermediate and short-term outcomes established in the logic model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Process continued on next page) 
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Step 5 Instructions, continued 

 

Process: 

1. What are the long-term outcomes that we would see when we are achieving 

our goals? Establish long-term outcomes first. 

2. What are the short-term outcomes that will move the team through second 

order change? Establish short-term outcomes. 

3. What are the intermediate outcomes that will move the team through second 

order change? Establish intermediate outcomes. 

4. What resources and attitudes do we have going for us that will assist us in 

achieving our outcomes?   

5. What resources will we need that we do not have right now? Determine 

books, time, organizational structures that must be in place for us to be 

successful. 

6. Determine person(s) responsible 

Learning 

Communities 

Long-term 

Outcomes 

Intermediate 

Outcomes 

Short-term 

Outcomes 
Resources 

Person 

Responsible 
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Step 5 Template to complete 

Learning 

Communities 

Long-term 

Outcomes 

Intermediate 

Outcomes 

Short-term 

Outcomes 
Resources 

Person 

Respons

ible 

English 

 (K-12) All 
teachers utilize 
all stages of the 
cycle of 
continuous 
improvement in 
order to be 
responsive to 
student needs 

 (K-12) All teaching 
teams use their 
designed cycle of 
continuous 
improvement to 
guide conversations 
during planning and 
to design their 
instructional lesson 
plans. 

 (K-12) All 
learning 
communities 
establish a clearly 
articulated  plan 
for the cycle of 
continuous 
improvement  

 ELA 
Curriculum 

 Deep 
Learning 

 (6-12) 
Discovery Ed 
(STEM/STEAM) 

 (K-12) 
Approved 
Supplemental 
Resources (List 
on LMS) 

 NWEA 

 

 

Principal, 
Assistant 
Principal, 
English 
Teacher, 
Instructional 
Coach 

 (K-12) All 
teachers monitor, 
assess, and adjust 
practice based on 
data. 

 (K-12) All teachers 
utilize data to inform 
instruction in units, 
lessons, and phonics 
(K-2) 

 (K-12) All 
teachers engage in 
goal setting with 
students and for 
themselves as a 
learning team 

 (K-12) Teachers 
engage students in 
meaningful 
authentic Deep 
Learning 
experiences that 
lead to the mastery 
of standards. 

 Teacher teams 
design and implement 
authentic Deep 
Learning experiences 
that lead to the 
mastery of standards. 

 Teachers and 
administrators 
engage in 
collaboration and 
professional 
learning around 
authentic Deep 
Learning  
experiences that 
lead   to the 
mastery of 
standards. 

 Teachers engage 
students in 
learning 
environments that 
maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning and 
share evidence of 
academic success 
and 
social/emotional 
well-being. 

 Teachers  
purposefully design  
learning environments  
that maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning and 
share evidence of 
academic success and 
social/emotional well-
being. 

 Teachers and 
administrators 
engage in 
collaboration and 
professional 
learning around 
creating learning 
environments to 
maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning. 

Commented [S10]: Delete information that is not 
relevant to your level 
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Learning 

Communities 

Long-term 

Outcomes 

Intermediate 

Outcomes 

Short-term 

Outcomes 
Resources 

Person 

Respons

ible 

Math 

 (K-12) All 
teachers utilize 
all stages of the 
cycle of 
continuous 
improvement in 
order to be 
responsive to 
student needs 

 (K-12) All teaching 
teams use their 
designed cycle of 
continuous 
improvement to 
guide conversations 
during planning and 
to design their 
instructional lesson 
plans. 

 (K-12) All 
learning 
communities 
establish a clearly 
articulated  plan 
for the cycle of 
continuous 
improvement  

 FWCS Math 
Curriculum 

  (6-12) Agile 
Mind 

 (6-12) Big 
Ideas 

 (6-12) 
Discovery Ed 

(STEM/STEAM) 

 (K-12) 
Approved 

Supplemental 
Resources (List 

on LMS) 

 (K-12) 
Mathematical 

Mindsets 
(Curriculum 

Collaborators) 

 Deep 
Learning 

 NWEA 

Principal, 
Assistant 
Principal, 
Teachers, 

Math 
Teacher, 

Instructional 
Coach 

 

 (K-12) All 
teachers monitor, 
assess, and adjust 
practice based on 
data. 

 (K-12) All teachers 
utilize data to inform 
instruction in units, 
lessons 

 (K-12) All 
teachers engage in 
goal setting with 
students and for 
themselves as a 
learning team 

 (K-12) Teachers 
engage students in 
meaningful 
authentic Deep 
Learning 
experiences that 
lead to the mastery 
of standards. 

 Teacher teams 
design and implement 
authentic Deep 
Learning experiences 
that lead to the 
mastery of standards. 

 Teachers and 
administrators 
engage in 
collaboration and 
professional 
learning around 
authentic Deep 
Learning  
experiences that 
lead   to the 
mastery of 
standards. 

 Teachers engage 
students in 
learning 
environments that 
maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning and 
share evidence of 
academic success 
and 
social/emotional 
well-being. 

 

 

 

 Teachers  
purposefully design  
learning environments  
that maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning and 
share evidence of 
academic success and 
social/emotional well-
being. 

 Teachers and 
administrators 
engage in 
collaboration and 
professional 
learning around 
creating learning 
environments to 
maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning. 
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Learning 

Communities 

Long-term 

Outcomes 

Intermediate 

Outcomes 

Short-term 

Outcomes 
Resources 

Person 

Respons

ible 

Science, Social 
Studies, Related Arts, 

Special Education, 
ELL 

 (K-12) All 
teachers utilize 
all stages of the 
cycle of 
continuous 
improvement in 
order to be 
responsive to 
student needs 

 (K-12) All teaching 
teams use their 
designed cycle of 
continuous 
improvement to 
guide conversations 
during planning and 
to design their 
instructional lesson 
plans. 

 (K-12) All 
learning 
communities 
establish a clearly 
articulated  plan 
for the cycle of 
continuous 
improvement  

 
 
 

 

Deep Learning 

 (6-12) 
Discovery Ed 

(STEM/STEAM) 

 (K-12) 
Approved 

Supplemental 
Resources (List 

on LMS) 

 FWCS 
Curriculum 

 
 

Principal, 
Assistant 
Principal, 
Teachers 
Science, 

Social 
Studies, 

Related Arts, 
Special 

Education, 
ELL teachers, 
Instructional 

Coach 

 

 (K-12) All 
teachers monitor, 
assess, and adjust 
practice based on 
data. 

 (K-12) All teachers 
utilize data to inform 
instruction in units, 
lessons, and phonics 
(K-2) 

 (K-12) All 
teachers engage in 
goal setting with 
students and for 
themselves as a 
learning team 

 (K-12) Teachers 
engage students in 
meaningful 
authentic Deep 
Learning 
experiences that 
lead to the mastery 
of standards. 

 Teacher teams 
design and implement 
authentic Deep 
Learning experiences 
that lead to the 
mastery of standards. 

 Teachers and 
administrators 
engage in 
collaboration and 
professional 
learning around 
authentic Deep 
Learning  
experiences that 
lead   to the 
mastery of 
standards. 

 Teachers engage 
students in 
learning 
environments that 
maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning and 
share evidence of 
academic success 
and 
social/emotional 
well-being. 

 

 

 

 Teachers  
purposefully design  
learning environments  
that maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning and 
share evidence of 
academic success and 
social/emotional well-
being. 

 Teachers and 
administrators 
engage in 
collaboration and 
professional 
learning around 
creating learning 
environments to 
maximize the use 
of technology to 
engage students in 
Deep Learning. 
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Learning 

Communities 

Long-term 

Outcomes 

Intermediate 

Outcomes 

Short-term 

Outcomes 
Resources 

Person 

Respons

ible 

Positive Behavior 
Supports  

  (6-8) Staff will 
engage in creating 
meaningful 
lessons/scenarios to 
help build a strong 
culture in their 
school 

 (6-8) All teachers 
will understand the 
importance of 
character 
development and 
the strength of a 
strong learning 
culture 

  

 (6-8) Use of circles to 
discuss difficult social 
topics and integrate into 
curriculum 

 (6-8) Social and 
Emotional focus areas as 
outlined by the 
framework will be 
evident in every 
classroom 

 (6-8) Analysis of Great 
8 data and a booster for 
PBIS lesson plans as 
needed for student 
development 

 (6-8) Schools will hold 
at least 1 PBIS 
celebration to promote 
student success  

  

  (6-8) All schools 
will create 
advisory/homeroom 
time in master 
schedule with staff 
buy-in and 
commitment 

 (6-8) All classroom 
teachers will 
integrate PBIS: post 
matrix and facilitate 
lesson plans 

 (6-8) All classroom 
teachers will follow 
bullying lesson plans 
as outlined in LA 
curriculum maps and 
make learning 
meaningful for 
students 

 (6-8) Counselors 
will facilitate Erin’s 
Law and Heather’s 
law mandates 

  

  (6-8) 
Secondary 
Bullying 
curriculum  and 
lesson plans 

 (6-8) PBIS 
matrix/lesson 
plans 

 (6-8) Social 
Emotional lesson 
plans 

 (6-8) Power 
BI—data analysis 

 (6-8) 
Restorative 
Practices Circle 
book 

 (6-8) PBSS 
Coordinators 

  

Principal, 
Assistant 
Principal, 
Teachers, 
Guidance 
Counselors, 
Case 
Managers 

 

STEAM/STEM/TSI/C
SI 

     

 
 

 

* Your completed Logic Model may be used to write the required school narrative on 

the last page of Part III of the SIP. 

 

 

  

Commented [S11]: Schools should create their own 
outcomes based on 19-20 completion of short term-long 
terms outcomes. The information in the table is from last 
year. 
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Introduction to Step 6: 12-Month Plan/Professional Learning Plan and  

Step 7: Logic Model Monitoring 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of Steps 6 and 7 is to create a 12-Month Plan for short-term, intermediate 

and long-term outcomes along with a clear system for monitoring the progress of 

those plans.  Use the completed Step 5 (Logic Model) to complete Steps 6 and 7. 

 

The Step 6 protocol involves three sections as you determine separate action plans for 

short-term, intermediate and long-term outcomes.  After completing the first action 

plan in Step 6, assess the impact of the plan in Step 7 before moving on to the next 

action plan in Step 6. 

 

The following chart reflects the planning (Step 6) and assessment (Step 7) processes 

for your action plans:        

 

While you will create three separate action plans in Step 6, you will complete only one 

Step 7 template, in stages, after each action plan. 
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Step 6 Action Plan 1: 12-Month Plan/Professional Learning Plan 

Instructions for Action Plan 1 for Short-Term Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description/Purpose: 

Action Plan 1 is written for short-term outcomes.  As these actions are being 

implemented, the QIT can write an action plan for intermediate outcomes.  To 

ensure that all stakeholders engage in a cycle of continuous improvement that 

develops collective responsibility for the success of all staff and students. 

 

Materials:   

A copy of the vision of the SIP, the goals, KASAB, Theory of Change questions, 

District professional learning cycle of continuous improvement, the cycle of 

continuous improvement and standards for professional learning. 

 

Preparation:  

Review the work of the team around change to ensure alignment with long term, 

intermediate and short term goals established in the Action Plan. 

 

Process:      

1. Develop a clearly articulated action plan to achieve each of the short-term 

outcomes. 

2. Determine measures of effectiveness. 

3. Establish first steps and commitments. 

4. You may wish to refer to the Logic Model you completed in Step 5 as you create 

your Action Plan. 
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Step 6 Template to complete for Action Plan 1 for Short-Term 

Outcomes  

Short-term ELA Outcome is to develop meaningful co-planning for co-

teachers of integrated special education classes 

Short-term Math Outcome is to develop meaningful co-planning for co-teachers of 

integrated special education classes 

Short-term Readiness to Learn outcome is to plan specifically for the needs of our 

most at-risk learners (special ed identified learners) 

Action Plan 1- Short-Term Outcomes Lead to Intermediate Outcomes 

Evidence Based Interventions: 

ELA: Stevens, R., Slavin, R., & Farnish, A. (1991). The effects of cooperative learning and direct 

instruction in reading comprehension strategies on main idea identification. Journal Of 

Educational Psychology, 83(1), 8-16. 

Math: Cirino, P. T., Tolar, T. D., Fuchs, L. S., & Huston-Warren, E. (2016). Cognitive and 

numerosity predictors of mathematical skills in middle school. Journal of Experimental 

Child Psychology, 145, 95–119. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jecp.2015.12.010 

Science: Han, S., Capraro, R., & Capraro, M. M. (2015). How science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) project-based learning (PBL) affects high, middle, 

and low achievers differently: The impact of student factors on achievement. International 

Journal of Science and Mathematics Education, 13(5), 1089-1113. 

Learning Teams:  Hirsh, S., Psencik, K and Brown, F. (2014)  Becoming a Learning 

System.  Oxford, OH:  Learning Forward 

Focus 

Area 
Action Steps 

Professional 

Learning 

Person 

Responsible 
Resources 

Timeline 

Aug–Oct 

Evidence of 

Completion 

ELA 

Implement the 
use of data walls 
to track student 
progress 

Tuesday Talks 
with 
administrators 

ELA Teachers, 
Mike 
Christner, 
Shannon 
DePrey 

 FWCS Literacy 
Framework 

 FWCS Scope & 
Sequence 

 FWCS Unit and 
Lesson Plans 

 Cycle of 

Continuous 

Improvement 

 Dive into Deep 
Learning:  Tools for 
Engagement 

 NWEA resources 

 DiscoveryEd 

 Remote Learning 
Framework 

October 1 Data walls will 
be useable and 
shareable  

Commented [S13]: Blank cells are determined by 
schools 
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ELA  

Use LMS to 

make 

objective, 

lessons, and 

student work 

accessible 

away from the 

classroom 

  (6-8) Support 
with new 
curriculum 

 (6-8) Teaching 
and Learning 
Cycle  

 (6-8) Literacy 

Framework 
Overview 

 

ELA Teachers  
 

Administrators 
 
Instructional 
Coach 

 FWCS Literacy 
Framework 

 Scope & 

Sequence 

 Unit Plans  

 Lesson Plans 

 Teaching and 
Learning Cycle 
Co-Teaching 
Article 

August All teachers 
using LMS and 
meeting 
expectations for 
updating 
content.  All 
parents and 
students able to 
access 

 
ELA 

Implement 

opportunities 

for content-

oriented 

discourse in 

the classroom 

  (6-8) Continued 
support around 
new curriculum 

 (6-8) Literacy 
Philosophy and 
goals  

  
ELA Teachers  

 
Administrators 

 
Instructional 
Coach 

 FWCS Literacy 
Framework 

 Co-Teaching 
Article 

 Selected Orton-
Gillingham and 
other Reading 
Foundations 
Materials 

 Scope and 
Sequence 

 Unit Plan  

 Lesson Plans  
Guided Instruction 
by Douglas Fisher 
and Nancy Frey 

September 

Teachers will 
have processes 
and procedures 
for discourse 
establish and 
build in specific 
time for 
discourse 

ELA  

Implement 

opportunities 

for students to 

be involved in 

decision-

making of 

instruction 

(learning 

experiences) 

 

  (6-8) Scaffolding  

 (6-8) 
Instructional 
Components and 
Student Centered 
Learning (Literacy 
Framework)  

  

ELA Teachers  
 

Administrators 
 
Instructional 
Coach 

 (K-12) FWCS 
Literacy 
Framework 
(6-12) Guided 
Instruction by 
Douglas Fisher 
and Nancy Frey  

October 

Teachers will be 
using Reciprocal 
Teaching to 
allow students to 
have ownership 
in their learning 

Math  

Use LMS to 

make 

objective, 

lessons, and 

student work 

accessible 

away from the 

classroom 

 (K-12) Math 
Framework  

 (K-8) 
Assessment 
Literacy  

 (6-12) Support 
with curriculum 
revisions 

Math Teachers  
 

Administrators 
 

Instructional 
Coach 

 (K-12) Math 
Framework 

 (6-8) NCTM 
Principles to 
Actions 

August 
 

 

Math  

Implement 

opportunities 

for content-

oriented 

discourse in 

the classroom 

  (K-8) 
Conceptual 
Understanding  

 (K-12) Math 
Framework  

 (6-12) Support 
with curriculum 
revisions 

Math Teachers  
 

Administrators 
 

Instructional 
Coach 

 (K-12) Math 
Framework 

 (K-8) NCTM 
Principles to 
Actions 

September 
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 (6-8) Math Lab 

 (6-8) 
Instructional 
Strategies 

Math 

Implement 

opportunities 

for students to 

be involved in 

decision-

making of 

instruction 

(learning 

experiences) 

  (K-8) 
Conceptual 
Understanding  

  (K-12) Math 
Framework  

 (6-8) Math Lab 

 (6-8) 
Instructional 
Strategies 

Math Teachers  
 

Administrators 
 

Instructional 
Coach 

 (K-12) Math 
Framework 

 (K-8) NCTM 
Principles to 
Actions 

October  

Science  

Use LMS to 

make 

objective, 

lessons, and 

student work 

accessible 

away from the 

classroom 

 (K-8) Science 
Framework 
Overview 

  (6-12) Support 
with new 
curriculum and 
integration of 
new textbook 
and 
supplemental 
resources 

 (6-12) 
Implementation 
of Indiana 
Academic 
Science 
Standards and 
Science and 
Engineering 
Process 
Standards  

Science  
Teachers  

 
Administrators 

 
Instructional 

Coach 

 (K-12) FWCS 
Science 
Framework 

 (K-12) Scope 
and Sequence  

  (K-8) Discovery 
Education 

 (K-8) Code.org 

 (K-12) Teaching 
and Learning 
Cycle 

 (6-12) Unit 
Plans 

 (6-12) Lesson 
Plans  

 (6-8) Pearson 
Elevate Science 

 (6-8) 3Dprinting/ 
Mystemkits.com/ 
Tinkercad.com 

 (6-8) Kesler 
Science  

 (6-8) Science 
Gizmo’s 

 (6-8) 

Vidcode.com 

 (9-12) Textbook 
and resources 

 (9-12) Science 
with Mrs. Lau 
Biology 
resources 

August  

Science 

Implement 

opportunities 

for students to 

be involved in 

decision-

making of 

instruction 

 (K-8) Science 
Framework 
Overview 

  (6-12) Support 
with new 
curriculum and 
integration of 
new textbook 

Science  
Teachers  

 
Administrators 

 
Instructional 

Coach 

 (K-12) FWCS 
Science 
Framework 

 (K-12) Scope 
and Sequence  

  (K-8) Discovery 
Education 

 (K-8) Code.org 

September  
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(learning 

experiences) 

and 
supplemental 
resources 

 (6-12) 
Implementation 
of Indiana 
Academic 
Science 
Standards and 
Science and 
Engineering 
Process 
Standards  

 (6-12) Learning 
Designs 1-8 

 (K-12) Teaching 
and Learning 
Cycle 

 (6-12) Unit 
Plans 

 (6-12) Lesson 
Plans  

 (6-8) Pearson 
Elevate Science 

 (6-8) 3Dprinting/ 
Mystemkits.com/ 
Tinkercad.com 

 (6-8) Kesler 
Science  

 (6-8) Science 
Gizmo’s 

 (6-8) 
Vidcode.com 

  

Science 

Implement the 
use of data walls 
to track student 
progress 

 Tuesday Talks 
with 
administrators 

Science  
Teachers  

 
Tracy 

Huckleberry 
 

Nathan Stauffer 

 (K-12) FWCS 
Science 
Framework 

 (K-12) Scope 
and Sequence  

  (K-8) Discovery 
Education 

 (K-8) Code.org 

 (K-12) Teaching 
and Learning 
Cycle 

 (6-12) Unit 
Plans 

 (6-12) Lesson 
Plans  

 (6-8) Pearson 
Elevate Science 

 (6-8) 3Dprinting/ 
Mystemkits.com/ 
Tinkercad.com 

 (6-8) Kesler 
Science  

 (6-8) Science 
Gizmo’s 

 (6-8) 
Vidcode.com 

  

October 1 

Data walls will 
be useable and 
sharable with 
admin team 
 

Positive 
Behavior 
Supports 

Implement PBIS 
Lessons and 
Classroom 
Strategies 

 (K-12) Support 
with bullying 
curriculum as 
outlined in ELA 
scope/sequence 

 (K-12) 
Understanding of 
PBIS matrix 

QIT 
 

Administrators 

 (K-12) District 
PBIS matrix and 
lesson plans 

 (K-12) Bullying 
lesson plans  

August 

Lessons will be 
delivered 
through 
Homeroom 
classes 
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 (K-12) Support 
with PBIS lesson 
plans 

Positive 
Behavior 
Supports 

Implement 

trauma-

informed 

strategies into 

the classroom 

 (K-12) 
Understanding of 
SEL 
competencies 

 (K-12) Support 
with roll out of 
SEL lesson 
plans 

 (K-12) Edu-

neuroscience 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills integrated 
into ELA: Life 
long learning, 
self confidence, 
self discipline 

QIT 
 
Administrators 

 (K-12) SEL 
lesson plans 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills resources  

September 

Students will be 
able to identify 
Portage 
expectations 

         

Non- ELA 
and Non-

Math 
teachers 

implement 
Learning 
Designs 

1-8  

Implement the 
use of data walls 
to track student 
progress 

 Tuesday Talks 
with 
administrators 

 
 
 
Social Studies 
Teachers 
 
Related Arts 
Teachers 
 
Nathan 
Stauffer, Tracy 
Huckleberry, 
Erica Klee 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

Teachers will be 
planning 
Learning 
Experiences 
through 
Problem-Based 
Learning 

Special 
Education 

IEP Training for 
all TOR and 
Paraprofessionals 
to ensure 
individualized 
student needs 
are being 
addressed 

 Co-planning 
sessions 
available on a 
daily basis with 
gen ed teacher 
and SPED 
teacher.   

 Co-teaching 
opportunities in 
all integrated 
SPED Math and 
ELA classes 

Angie Wilson  CSI planning 
and goal setting 
with Learning 
Forward  

 

Special Ed 
disciplinary 
disproportionality 
will be reduced 
compared to 
non-special ed 
students 
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Focus 

Area 

Action 

Steps 

Professional 

Learning 

Person 

Responsible 
Resources 

Timeline 

Aug–Oct 

Evidence of 

Completion 

STEAM/STEM/TSI/CSI  

Develop data 
walls for 
tracking 
student 
progress 

Tuesday Data Talks 
All Teachers and 
administrators 

NWEA data, in-
class data, Agile 

Mind Data 
October 1 

Data walls are 
able to be 
shared and 
used with 

admin 

 

Step 7 Action Plan 1: Logic Model Monitoring 

Instructions for Action Plan 1 for Short-Term Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose: 

To determine the effectiveness of the cycle of continuous improvement and 

shifting practice from 1
st

 order change to second order change.   

 

Materials: 

Change Process Tools: Vision to Logic Model 

 

Preparation: 

Review all documents to be established by the team from Vision to Logic Model 

to establish a clear purpose for the work. 

 

Process 

1. Establish measures of effectiveness, evidence and artifacts for short-term, 

intermediate and long-term outcomes on the logic model.  

2. Determine the analysis process for those indicators. 

3. Determine who will be responsible for gathering data, evidence and artifacts and 

facilitating the evaluation along the way. 

 

 

Commented [S15]: Blank cells are determined by 
schools 
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professional learning needs  
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Step 7 Action Plan 1: Template to complete 

 

For submission, action steps for short-term outcome only  

 

 

Action Steps 

Measures of Effectiveness 

– Data, Evidence, Artifacts 
Analysis Process 

Stakeholder 

Responsible for 

Collection and 

Evaluation of 

Data 

Creation of data 

walls to track 

student progress 

with remote 

learning 

Attendance, participation, 

completion of work, NWEA 

RIT scores, in class data 

2-3 week cycle of data 

talks (Tuesday Talks) for 

cycle of continuous 

improvement 

All Teachers, All 

administrators 

Tuesday Talks 

Data Meetings 

Updates to the data wall.  

Students moving from red 

to green  

Weekly analysis of 

student progress and 

update of data wall 

All teachers, all 

administrators 

Alignment of LMS 

pages 

All LMS pages will have 

specific tab for 

Attendance, Zoom, and 

Classwork 

Administrators will 

review LMS pages.  

Peer review of LMS 

pages 

Shannon DePrey  

Mike Christner 

Remote Learner 

Help Sessions 

Increase in % of students 

connected to remote 

learning.  More students 

moving from red to green 

on data wall 

Review data wall to 

determine students 

of concern to invite 

to help sessions 

All 

administrators 

Co-Teaching/Co-

planning for all 

SPED integrated 

Math and ELA 

classes 

Increased NWEA RIT score.  

Increased proficiency for 

SPED subgroup on ILEARN.  

Evidence of growth toward 

mastery on in-class 

assessments 

Track students of 

concern and their 

growth on the data 

wall 

All teachers, 

admins, IC 

Commented [S18]: At this time, please only provide 
action steps for your short-term outcomes.  
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STEM emphasis in 

all classrooms 

Increased opportunities 

for active student 

engagement rather than 

passive receipt of 

information 

STEM PL and 

coaching sessions.   

Discovery ED 

STEM 

Innovators 

 

You will complete only one Step 7 template, in stages; refer back to this template 

after completing each Action Plan in Step 6. 
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Step 6 Action Plan 2: 12-Month Plan/Professional Learning Plan 

Instructions for Action Plan 2 for Intermediate Outcomes 

 

Use short-term outcomes to develop intermediate outcomes. 

 

Purpose: 

Use the same data analysis protocol to determine actions for the School Action 

Plan 2, which are the intermediate outcomes.  To ensure that all stakeholders 

engage in a cycle of continuous improvement that develops collective 

responsibility for the success of all staff and students. 

 

Materials/Resources:   

Your completed Steps 1 to 6. 

 

Preparation:  

Review the work of the team around change to ensure alignment with long-term, 

intermediate and short-term goals established in the 12-Month Plan. 

 

Process: 

1. Develop a clearly articulated action plan to achieve each of the intermediate 

outcomes. 

2. Determine measures of effectiveness. 

3. Establish first steps and commitments. 

4. You may wish to refer to the Logic Model you completed in Step 5 as you create 

your Action Plan. 
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Step 6 Action Plan 2:  Template to complete for intermediate outcomes 

Intermediate ELA Outcome __________________________________________________ 

Intermediate Math Outcome _________________________________________________ 

Intermediate Readiness to Learn Outcome____________________________________ 

Delete grade levels that do not apply  

Action Steps required after short-term outcomes are met and aligned with 

your intermediate outcomes  

 

Action Plan 2 - Intermediate outcomes lead to long-term outcomes 

 

Focus Area  Action 

Steps 

Professional 

Learning 

Person 

Responsible 
Resources  

Timeline 

Nov-Feb 

Evidence of 

Completion 

ELA    

 

  

ELA  

   

  

ELA  

   

  

Math  

 

 

 

  

Math    
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You do not need to put in action steps here UNTIL your 
short-term outcomes are met and aligned with your 
intermediate outcomes.  
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Math  

 

 

 

  

Science    

 

  

Science 
 
 
 

  
 

  

Science    

 

  

Positive Behavior 
Supports  

 
 

 (K-12) Support 
with roll out of 
SEL lesson plans 

 (K-12) Sensory 
Motor 
Integration 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills integrated 
into ELA: 
independence,  
perseverance, 
time 
management 
and organization 

 

 (K-12) SEL 
lesson plans 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills resources  

November  

Positive Behavior 
Supports 

 

 (K-12) Support 
with roll out of 
SEL lesson plans 

 (K-12) Gratitude 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills integrated 
into ELA: 
independence,  
perseverance, 
time 
management 
and organization 

 

 

 (K-12) SEL 
lesson plans 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills resources 

December  

Commented [S20]: Based on individual school 
outcomes, please adjust and/or eliminate resources and 
PL  
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Positive Behavior 
Supports 

 

 (K-12) Support 
with roll out of 
SEL lesson plans 

 (K-12) Insight  

 (K-12) Analysis 
of data – what 
does it mean  

 (K-12) PBIS 
booster (lesson 
plans) 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills integrated 
into ELA: 
independence,  
perseverance, 
time 
management 
and organization 

 

  (K-12) SEL 
lesson plans 

 (K-5) Power BI  

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills resources 

 

January  

Positive Behavior 
Supports 

 

 (K-12) Support 
with Fight the 
Spoke plan  

 (K-12) Support 
with roll out of 
SEL lesson plans 

 (K-12) Critical 
Thinking 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills integrated 
into ELA: 
independence,  
perseverance, 
time 
management 
and organization 

 

 (K-12) SEL 
lesson plans 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills resources 

 

February   

STEAM/STEM/TSI/CSI 

 
      

 
 

 

 

 

Commented [S21]: If applicable  
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Step 7 Action Plan 2: Logic Model Monitoring 

Instructions for Action Plan 2 for intermediate outcomes 

 

Purpose: 

To determine the effectiveness of the cycle of continuous improvement and 

shifting practice from 1
st

 order change to second order change.   

Materials: 

Your completed Steps 1 to 6. 

Preparation: 

Review all documents to be established by the team from Vision to Logic Model 

to establish a clear purpose for the work. 

Process 

1. Establish indicators of effectiveness for short term, intermediate and long term 

outcomes on the logic model.  

2. Determine the analysis process for those indicators.  

3. Determine who will be responsible for the gathering of the artifacts and data 

and facilitating the evaluation along the way. 

Step 7 Action Plan 2: Template to complete for Intermediate 

Outcomes 

Required after short-term outcomes are met and aligned with 

your intermediate outcomes  

Action Steps 
Measures of Effectiveness – 

Data, Evidence, Artifacts 

Analysis 

Process 

Stakeholder 

Responsible for 

Collection and 

Evaluation of Data 

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Commented [S22]:  
You do not need to put in action steps here UNTIL your 
short-term outcomes are met and aligned with your 
intermediate outcomes.  
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Step 6 Action Plan 3 (if necessary): 12-Month Plan/Professional Learning Plan  

Instructions for Action Plan 3 for Long-Term Outcomes   

 

Purpose: 

Use the same data analysis protocol to reassess your long-term outcomes 

established in Step 5.  To ensure that all stakeholders engage in a cycle of 

continuous improvement that develops collective responsibility for the success of 

all staff and students. 

 

Materials/Resources:   

Your completed Steps 1 to 6. 

 

Preparation:  

Review the work of the team around change to ensure alignment with long term, 

intermediate and short term goals established in Step 6. 

 

Process: 

1. Develop a clearly articulated action plan to achieve each of the long-term 

outcomes. 

2. Determine measures of effectiveness. 

3. Establish first steps and commitments. 

4. You may wish to refer to the Logic Model you completed in Step 5. 
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Step 6 Action Plan 3(if necessary): Template to complete for Long-

Term Outcomes 

Long-term ELA Outcome __________________________________________________ 

Long-term Math Outcome _________________________________________________ 

Long-term Readiness to Learn Outcome____________________________________ 

Delete grade levels that do not apply  

Required after intermediate outcomes are met and aligned with your long-

term outcomes  

 

 

Action Plan 3 - Long-term outcomes (if necessary) 

 

Focus Area  Action 

Steps 

Professional 

Learning 

Person 

Responsible 
Resources  

Timeline 

Mar-May 

Evidence of 

Completion 

ELA   

     

ELA  

     

Math   

     

Math   

     

Science  

     

Commented [S23]:  
 
Again, simply delete what does not apply to your level.  
 
You do not need to put in action steps here UNTIL your 
intermediate outcomes are met and aligned with your 
long-term outcomes.  
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   May  

Positive Behavior 
Supports  

 
 

 

 (K-12) Support 
with roll out of 
SEL lesson plans 

 (K-12) Mindset 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills integrated 
into ELA: 
adaptability, 
integrity, 
professionalism 

 

  (K-12) SEL 
lesson plans 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills 
Resources  

 

March  

Positive Behavior 
Supports 

 

 (K-12) Support 
with roll out of 
SEL lesson plans 

 (K-12) 
Regulation 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills integrated 
into ELA: 
adaptability, 
integrity, 
professionalism 

  (K-12) SEL 
lesson plans 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills 
Resources  

 

April  

Positive Behavior 
Supports 

 

 (K-12) Support 
with roll out of 
SEL lesson plans 

 (K-12) 
Collaboration 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills integrated 
into ELA: 
adaptability, 
integrity, 
professionalism 

  (K-12) SEL 
lesson plans 

 (6-12) 
Employability 
Skills 
Resources 

 

May  

STEAM/STEM/TSI/CSI       

 

 

Commented [S24]: Based on individual school 
outcomes, please adjust and/or eliminate resources or PL  

Commented [S25]: If applicable  
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Step 7: Logic Model Monitoring 

Instructions for Action Plan 3 for Long-Term Outcomes 

 

Purpose: 

To determine the effectiveness of the cycle of continuous improvement and 

shifting practice from 1
st

 order change to second order change. 

 

Materials: 

Your completed Steps 1 to 6. 

 

Preparation: 

Review all documents to be established by the team from Vision to Logic Model 

to establish a clear purpose for the work. 

 

Process 

1. Establish indicators of effectiveness for short term, intermediate and long term 

outcomes on the logic model.  

2. Determine the analysis process for those indicators.  

3. Determine who will be responsible for the gathering of the artifacts and data 

and facilitating the evaluation along the way. 
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Step 7 Action Plan 3:  Template to complete for Action Plan 3 

for Long-Term Outcomes 

 

Required after intermediate outcomes are met and aligned with your long-

term outcomes  

 

 

Action Steps 
Measures of Effectiveness – 

Data, Evidence, Artifacts 

Analysis 

Process 

Stakeholder 

Responsible for 

Collection and 

Evaluation of Data 

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

Commented [S26]:  
You do not need to put in action steps here UNTIL your 
intermediate outcomes are met and aligned with your 
long-term outcomes. 
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Part III 

 

 

SIP - Required Components 

 State 

 Title I 

 

 

To be completed electronically 

and submitted to the IDOE with Part II 
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Portage Middle School 

 

Description and Location of Curriculum 

The Fort Wayne Community Schools (FWCS) K-12 curriculum is based on the Indiana 

Academic Standards/College & Career Ready State Standards (CCRSS) and is provided 

to students in accordance with the Course and Program Descriptions for Indiana 

Schools.  The course guide provides a broad understanding of the content and pre-

requisite knowledge required in all offered courses. FWCS curriculum includes the 

scope of a course which includes grade level standards to be taught and learned by the 

end of the course’s completion and the sequence of learning experiences that are to be 

taught and learned to lead to mastery.  For each subject area, the district identifies a 

variety of modes of delivery that teachers use for learning and the ways in which 

students apply these modes to engage in learning. These strategies serve as an 

Instructional Framework which identifies the educational practices that are expected in 

FWCS classrooms.  Principals, teachers and instructional support staff receive ongoing 

professional learning.  FWCS curriculum allows teachers to provide instruction to 

address students’ specific needs which include high ability students, special education 

students, students for whom English is a new language and other students with 

individualized needs. 

  
A copy of the district’s curriculum, Scope and Sequence, Units and Lessons, models 

and moral purpose are located on the FWCS Curriculum, Assessment and Instruction 

website and in our Learning Management System.  
  
At the Elementary Level, parents receive information about their child’s progress 

through quarterly standards-based report cards.  Teachers mark each standard 

indicator as performing below, approaches, masters or exceeds grade level. 
  

Titles and Descriptions of Assessments 

The Fort Wayne Community Schools’ Assessment System is a suite of formative and 

summative assessments aligned to the Indiana Academic Standards/College & Career 

Ready State Standards (CCRSS).  Designed as a critical component of a strong 

instructional program, the assessments are used to monitor student learning and to 

identify student, class, school and district strengths and weaknesses.  Results of the 

assessments are used to inform instructional decisions and modify instruction to 

ensure success for all students.  Conscientious use of the Assessment System will lead 

to an alignment of the written, taught and tested curricula, which will result in 

improved student learning. 
  
The FWCS Assessment System includes the following components: 
  
Curriculum-based Assessments 
Curriculum-based assessments are provided with adoption materials.  The assessments 

align with Indiana Academic Standards and with ISTEP+ and ILEARN assessment 

formats.  Teachers may use the materials weekly and/or at the end of units of 

instruction as they align to the Scope and Sequence 
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. 

Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) 
NWEA provides MAP (Measures of Academic Progress) Growth or MAP Fluency testing 

and is an online adaptive assessment to see where a student is academically. This tool 

is used to represent academic growth in Reading and Math and uses a "RIT Scale" to 

determine kindergarten through 10th grade levels.   

 MAP Reading Fluency measures oral reading fluency, comprehension, and 
foundational skills for K-2. MAP Growth measures what students know, 

regardless of their grade level for K-10. It also measures growth over time, 

allowing you to track your student’s progress throughout the school year and 

across multiple years. 

 NWEA will be given a minimum of three times during the school year at the 

beginning, middle and end. Teachers can use the scores to inform instruction, 

personalize learning, and monitor the growth of individual students. Principals 

and district administrators can use the scores to see the performance and 

progress of a grade level, school, or the entire district.  

 
Indiana Statewide Testing for Educational Progress Plus (ISTEP+) - Grade 10 
ISTEP+ is a standardized test mandated by the State for all students in grade 10 ISTEP+ 

tests English/Language Arts and Math.  The assessment is administered in the spring 

and will be considered the Graduation Qualifying Exam for grade 10 students in 2020. 
  

Indiana Learning Evaluation Assessment Readiness Network (ILEARN) – Grades 3-8 
ILEARN measures student achievement and growth according to Indiana Academic 

Standards. ILEARN is the summative accountability assessment for Indiana students 

and assesses: 
 English/Language Arts (Grades 3-8) 
 Mathematics (Grades 3-8) 
 Science (Grades 4 and 6) 
 Social Studies (Grade 5 and 7) 
 Biology (High School) 

(Taken from the IDOE Office of Student Assessment Website:  

https://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/ilearn)  
  
Indiana Reading Evaluation and Determination (IREAD-3) – Grade 3 
IREAD-3 is a standardized test mandated by the State for all students in grade 3.  

IREAD-3 is a summative assessment that measures foundational reading standards 

through grade 3. 
  
Indiana’s Alternate Measure (I AM) – Grades 3-8 and 10 
I AM measures student achievement and growth according to Indiana’s Content 

Connectors aligned to the Indiana Academic Standards. I AM is the summative 

accountability assessment for students with significant cognitive disabilities in grades 

3-8 and 10. It assesses: 
 English/Language Arts (Grades 3-8 and 10) 
 Mathematics (Grades 3-8 and 10) 
 Science (Grades 4 and 6 and Biology) 
 Social Studies (Grade 5) 

https://home.fwcs.k12.in.us/files/strategic_initiatives/14348.pdf
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(Taken from the IDOE Office of Student Assessment Website: 

https://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/iam) 
  
High-Ability Assessment 

 CogAT: The Cognitive Abilities Test measures students’ learned reasoning 

abilities in the three areas most linked to academic success in school:  Verbal, 

Quantitative, and Nonverbal.  All students in grades K, 2, 5 and select students 

in grade 8 will be assessed using the CogAT screener.  Students scoring in the 

88
th

 percentile based on local norms (grade 8 uses national norms) will be given 

the CogAT full battery. This assessment is used to determine identification of 

students as High Ability in the areas of English/Language Arts and/or 

Mathematics.  
 

WIDA ACCESS for ELLs English Language Proficiency Assessment 
This assessment of English language proficiency is administered once annually to all 

Limited English Proficient students in grades K-12. It measures proficiency in speaking, 

listening, reading and writing and yields an overall English proficiency level. This 

assessment is used to measure student progress in English language development 

from year to year as well as determine when a student achieves fluency in English and 

exits ELL services.  
  
Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT) – 

Grades 10-11 
The PSAT and PSAT/NMSQT are administered in grades 10 and 11 and provide schools 

and students the chance to assess progress toward college and career readiness. They 

also serve as a chance for students to preview and practice for the SAT, as the tests are 

tightly aligned. The PSAT/NMSQT is the official route of entry to the National Merit® 

Scholarship Program. 
  

Opportunities for Staff to be Included in Assessment Decisions 

 
State mandated assessments (ISTEP+, ILEARN, and IREAD-3) are directed by the IDOE 

Division of Assessment.  District level summative assessments are selected by the 

administration with valuable input from teachers through building level and district 

level discussions. Formative assessments are selected by the district’s Academic 

Services, departments and the administration, along with teacher input. Formative 

assessments may be commonly used across the district, such as NWEA and or common 

assessments written in our FWCS curriculum.  School based staff are also involved in 

district annual reviews of the implementation of the FWCS Assessment System. 
 

At Portage Middle School, teachers collaborate in the analysis of student achievement 

data.  Included in collaboration meetings are general education classroom teachers, 

student interventionists (if applicable), building coaches, special education teachers, 

special area teachers and other pertinent instructional and support staff.  In addition, 

the Quality Improvement Team (QIT) which is led by the principal and comprised of 

representatives from all grade levels, special areas, support staff, parents, and the 

community analyze student achievement data and assessments.  Assessments and use 

https://home.fwcs.k12.in.us/files/academic_services/14200.doc
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of the assessments are discussed during QIT meetings and then information is 

provided to staff for their input. 

  

Plan for Submission/Updating of School Wide Plan 

 

The Portage Middle School,principal, along with the Quality Improvement Team led by 

the principal and consisting of teachers, paraprofessionals, parents, and community 

members is responsible for creating and adopting the school wide/PL 221 Plan with 

regular input from the school staff. The members of Portage Middle School’s Quality 

Improvement Team are: 
 

Name 

Position 

(e.g., Principal, Biology Teacher, Parent, 

Student) 

Michael Christner Principal 

Nathan Stauffer Assistant Principal 260 

Tracy Huckleberry Assistant Principal 260 

Erica Klee Guidance Counselor 

Shannon DePrey Instructional Coach 

Angela Wilson Special Ed Teacher 

Janna Harl PE Teacher 

Jeremy Hudon Social Studies Teacher 

Michelle Blum ELA Teacher 

Noel Fane  Science Teacher 

Jennifer French Math Teacher 

  

 

Timeline for Submission/Updating/SIP Plan 

 

July - September 
Review plan and gather data; research best 

practices; revise plan 

September 

Invite parents to review the draft of the plan 

and offer feedback/suggestions for 

modifications 

September 30 Share draft with your director for feedback 

October 2 

After you receive approval from your director, 

upload final plan to Indiana Department of 

Education and to your school’s SIP folder on 

the FWCS Document Site 
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Effective, Properly-Licensed Teachers and HQ Paraprofessionals 

 

All Portage Middle School teachers in core content area classes are effective and 

properly-licensed. Paraprofessionals are also highly qualified. Paraprofessionals who 

are assigned to the building prior to the school becoming Title I and are not highly 

qualified will be removed from the school and replaced with someone who is highly 

qualified. Fort Wayne Community Schools ensures that effective and properly-licensed 

teachers and highly qualified paraprofessionals are attracted to and hired by the 

district. 

 

 

Effective, Properly-Licensed Teachers for 2020-21 School Year 
 

Teacher Name: 
Teaching 

Assignment: 

Indicator of license status on 

Verification Form: 
 Bachelor’s Degree earned? 

 Valid Indiana Elementary Education teaching 

license or Special Education teaching license that 

includes elementary school settings? 

Plus one of the following: 

 Passed Praxis II “Elementary Education: 

Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment”? 

 Passed Pearson Content Assessments? 

 Passed the NTE (National Teacher Exam) 

“Education in the Elementary School”? 

 Considered HQ in another state? 

 NBPTS Certification? 

 *100 Points on the HOUSSE rubric? (only for 

veteran teachers hired prior to 2006-2007 and 

have not changed teaching assignments) 

Location of 

Verification Form 

and supporting 

documentation: 

End 

Date 
(if 

applicable) 

Example-Mary 

Jones 
3

rd

 Grade 

 Bachelor’s degree 

 Valid Indiana Elementary Teaching 

License 

 Passed Praxis II 

Central Office 

– HR Files 
 

BLUM,MICHELLE 7th LA  Master’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

BROADNAX, 
AMANDA  

 8th Math  Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

24 CRD HRS 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

BROOKS, DANIEL Special 
Education 

 Bachelor’s Degree 
 Valid Teaching License 

Passed Praxis 

 

 

CHRISTNER, 
MICHAEL  

Principal  Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

Passed Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

CLARK, KELLY W 6th LA and 
Social Studies 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

24 CRD HRS 

Central Office –HR 
Files  

DEPREY,SHANNO
N 

Coach  Master’s Degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

Passed the Praxis 

 

 

ELLIOTT-SIMS, 
AMY M 

Visual Arts  Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

Passed Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

FANE, NOEL M 6th Science   Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

HOUSSE 

Central Office – HR 
Files  
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FITZWATER,KATH
ERINE 

Special Ed 
Teacher 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 Passed Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

FRENCH, 
JENNIFER L 

6th Math   Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 Passed Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

GERKE, GARY A Music  Master’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

  

Central Office – HR 
Files  

GRAYAM, THOMAS 8th  LA and 
Social Studies 

 Bachelor’s Degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License  

 Passed House  

 

 

HARL JANNA E PE  Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 Passed Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

ELIZABETH GLUNT 8th Science  EMERGENCY PERMIT Central Office – HR 
Files  

HUCKLEBERRY,TR
ACY 

Assistant 
Principal 

 Master Degree 

 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

HUDON, JEREMY J 7th Social 
Studies 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 Passed Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

KENNEDY, 
SANDRA L 

Special 
Education 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 HOUSSE 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

MANTE,MARIE ELL  Master’s Degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 Passed Praxis I & II 

 

 

McCLURE, SUSAN Media Clerk   Master’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 HOUSSE 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

MOYER, RACHEAL 6TH Math   Bachelor’s Degree 
 Valid Indiana License  

 Passed Praxis 

 

 

MUNCEY, DAVID A 6th LA and 
Social Studies 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 NTE 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

NORTH, 
JESSAMYN 

8th Math  Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License  

 Passed Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

O’DELL, LISA 7TH Science  Bachelor’s Degree 
 Valid Indiana License 

 Passed Praxis 

 

 

REUILLE, PAULA S 6th LA and 
Social Studies 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 NTE 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

KATSONGA-PHIRI, 
JESSICA 

8TH LA  Bachelor degree 
 Valid Indiana License  

 Passed Praxis II  

Central Office – HR 
Files  

SAGARSEE, AMIJO Special 
Education 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License  

 Passed Praxis II 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

SALGADO, 
JOSEPH 

7TH  Math  Bachelor’s Degree 

 Valid Indiana Teaching License 
 

 

SELMAN, AMY  Spanish  Master’s Degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 Passed Praxis 11 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

STAUFFER, 
NATHAN 

Assistant 
Principal 

 Master’s Degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

  

Central Office – HR 
Files  

STULL,NICOLE  7th Math   Bachelor’s Degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License  

 Passed Praxis II  

Central Office – HR 
Files  

STEVENS, 
ALLISON 

Special Ed   Master’s Degree 

 Valid Indiana License 
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UJU-EKE, ADAURE Business 
Tech 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Reciprocal License 

  

Central Office – HR 
Files 
 

 

WILSON, ANGELA 
M 

Special 
Education ED 

 Bachelor’s degree 
 Valid Indiana Teaching License 

 HOUSSE 

Central Office – HR 
Files  

 
Highly Qualified Paraprofessionals 2020-21 

 

   Place an X in the column below verifying HQ status   

Name 

HQ 

Y-Yes 

N-No 

Position 

Description 

1,000 hrs 

or 1 year 

working 

with 

students 

Passed 

Para-Pro 

48+ Hrs. 

College 

Credits 

No Degree 

Assoc. 

Degree 

or 

Higher 

Location of 

Verification 

Form 

End Date 
(if 

applicable) 

ATAKEY, 
ABIGAIL Y 

SPECIAL 
ED 
ASSISTAN
T     x     

BARNHILL, 
CARLA Y 

SPECIAL 
ED 
ASSISTAN
T X     

Central 
Office – 
HR Files   

COREY, 
SONYA Y 

SPECIAL 
ED 
ASSISTAN
T X     

Central 
Office – 
HR Files   

DEAN, 
VICTOR Y 

ADMINISTR
ATOR, 
ASSISTAN
T     X     

DUNBAR,NEYASHA   
SPEICIAL ED 
ASSISTANT          

JACKSON, ALANZA N 
*ATTENDANCE 
SECRETARY       

Central Office – HR 
Files  

MORTIMER,MARK   
SPECIAL ED 
ASSISTANT          

PICKERING, JILL D Y 
SPECIAL ED 
ASSISTANT X     

Central Office – HR 
Files  

THOMPSON, CHAD Y 

SPECIAL ED 
SCHOOL 
ASSISTANT X     

Central Office – HR 
Files  

TORRES, DANYALLE   
SECRETARY/TRE
ASURER          

 

Strategies to Attract Effective Teachers 

 

FWCS is committed to hiring effective teachers for all positions in our schools.  We 

have many strategies in place to ensure that this happens: 

 

 Valid licensing is required for all our teaching positions; candidates must 

provide proof of appropriate licensing to be considered for positions. 

 Those who have not met all the requirements for licensing are required to 

obtain Emergency Permits.  Under Indiana regulations, Emergency Permits do 

not meet the definition of highly qualified. 
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 FWCS has stringent requirements to ensure that all licenses are renewed in a 

timely manner. 

 Strategies used to attract effective teachers to FWCS include but are not limited 

to: 

o Network within current staff regarding looking for good candidates 

o FWCS Website 

o Postings on Department of Education Website 

o Direct contact with universities regarding candidate searches 

o Community networking including Focus Groups and several social media 

sites 

o Careful observation of student teachers and interns 

o When candidate(s) is identified, prompt action is taken 

 

FWCS is an award-winning district and offers numerous programs and resources for its 

teachers and students as well as competitive salary and benefits package. 
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Teacher Mentoring Program 

 

Fort Wayne Community Schools has an Academy for Effective Instruction for teachers 

new to the district.  Within the building, all teachers receive personalized, intensive 

professional learning from district and building instructional coaches. To support job 

embedded professional learning, district coaches collaborate with classroom teachers 

through modeling and coaching. In addition, all teachers attend district-wide 

professional learning, when appropriate. Portage Middle School has one building 

instructional coaches (if applicable) who build mentoring relationships in order to 

provide personalized, job-embedded professional learning. In addition, the 

administrator facilitates the improvement of instruction through a four-step support 

process.  This process includes observations, initial feedback observations, focused 

feedback observations, and a formal evaluation. Professional learning needs for 

individual teachers are determined through this support process. 

 

Responsibilities of School, LEA and SEA 

 

The responsibilities of the school include, but are not limited to, completion of the 

following activities for staff development and methods to ensure compliance with 

participation and student achievement requirements: 

 Maintaining an assessment checklist of responsibilities and compliance for all 

staff administering ILEARN;  

 Annually reviewing, prior to ILEARN testing window, all participation and 

accommodation requirements;  

 Providing ongoing opportunities for professional learning focused on the 

implementation of the school wide/school improvement plan;  

 Providing ongoing professional learning in meeting the instructional needs of 

diverse learners (special education and economically disadvantaged) in both 

Reading and Mathematics as identified through AYP analysis;  

 Completing ILEARN data analysis after results are returned;  

 Requesting technical assistance from the LEA, as needed;  

 Using SEA online resources and requesting technical assistance from the SEA; 

and 

 Providing technical assistance and guidance in all phases of planning and 

implementing the school wide Title I plan. 

 

The responsibilities of the LEA include acting as a liaison between IDOE and Portage 

Middle School to support compliance with all requirements, monitor the 

implementation of the school wide/school improvement plan, and provide technical 

assistance as requested by the principal or other designated staff member.  The LEA 

provides support for the plan through district-wide professional learning through 

school level and district level content-area instructional coaches and curriculum 

coordinators.  A pyramid of interventions is utilized for providing additional support 

for students, teachers, and administrators. 

 

The responsibilities of the SEA are to provide oversight of all Title I requirements and 

provide technical assistance to develop a school wide plan and its subsequent 

implementation.  The SEA also has the responsibility to provide up-to-date Title I 
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information through workshops offered once each semester, various online resources 

such as the ASAP web site, Title I monitoring documents, access to the Indiana 

Academic Standards and related instructional resources, online professional learning 

modules, and provide a liaison to assist with the Title I grant implementation. 

 

Coordination and Integration of Federal, State and Local Funds 

 

Fort Wayne Community Schools has chosen not to combine federal, state, and local 

funds. FWCS is aware that option is available.  Although FWCS chooses not to combine 

funds, FWCS considers all available monies before making decisions as to how funds 

will be spent.  FWCS does this in order to make the best use of all funds. In addition, 

great care is taken to ensure that Title I funding is used to supplement, not supplant 

programs.   

 

The general fund is used to provide materials, supplies, technology, equipment, 

salaries, benefits, etc. The capital projects fund provides money for transportation, 

building projects and equipment, etc. Title IIA funds are used to offer professional 

learning opportunities for all instructional staff in core academic subjects.  Title III 

funds are used to provide schools with English language learner (ELL) students with 

supplemental materials and supplies and professional learning to meet the unique 

needs of this student population.   

 

The district also has other federal, state, and local grants that support district 

initiatives including professional learning, incentive pay and technology support. These 

funds are distributed at the district level and when possible, distributed directly to the 

building for classroom support. 

 

Pre-K to K Transition Plan 

 

Students transitioning from Pre-K to Kindergarten and their families are provided with 

a number of opportunities and services to facilitate the transition period. Fort Wayne 

Community Schools (FWCS) holds both Pre-K and Kindergarten Orientation in the 

spring prior to the upcoming school year. During the orientation, parents and 

incoming students are shown a video that describes an overview of a typical school 

day. Information about transportation, health services and community resources are 

shared. 

 

For our Pre-K and kindergarten students, individual conferences with each family are 

scheduled in the fall so they can visit the classroom and meet the teacher. Home visits 

will occur for our Pre-K students when possible. Additionally, after home visits occur, 

the Pre-K families participate in a Parent and Child Discovery Day where both the 

parents and children experience an abbreviated school day. Children learn where to 

hang their book bags, what happens at school and where they will go at the end of the 

day. 
 

FWCS, as well as other organizations such as United Way of Allen County, BrightPoint 

Head Start, Early Childhood Alliance, Martin Luther King Montessori, and Allen County 
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Public Library, distributes a family summer activity calendar, composed by Title I Pre-K 

teachers, which includes activities to help children transition to school.  
  

 

The Allen County Early Childhood Coalition, Focus on Five, funds a Round Table 

discussion that provides the opportunity for community Pre-K and FWCS Kindergarten 

teachers to collaborate and share what happens in their classrooms. United Way has 

also partnered with FWCS to provide a Kindergarten Countdown Program. This program 

provides several schools the opportunity to “jumpstart” identified students who did not 

participate in a Pre-K program prior to their start in Kindergarten. The result is an 

optimum transition to Kindergarten.   

 

Finally, each Title I Pre-K teacher works with the Kindergarten teacher to plan transition 

activities that range from the Pre-K children visiting the Kindergarten classroom and 

shadowing a Kindergarten student to eating a school lunch. 
 

6th Grade Transition Plan 

 

Students transitioning from 5
th

 to 6
th

 grade are visited by the middle school principal 

and/or guidance counselor to discuss the transition.  On Middle School Transition Day, 

incoming sixth grade students and their parents are also given the opportunity to visit 

their new school prior to the beginning of the school year to tour the school, learn 

about school expectations and activities, and to meet their new teachers. 
 

Parental Participation and Community Involvement in Schools 

  

PTSA 

Extracurricular Clubs 

Grief Counseling 

StarBase 2.0 

 

Providing Individual Academic Assessment Results to Parents 

 

Portage Middle School parents receive assessment results and student achievement 

information regularly through:  

 Report cards which are distributed during parent-teacher conferences and/or 

mailed and include academic achievement and effort grades as well as standard 

indicators of achievement; 

 NWEA Assessment result reports with performance data provided at least three 

times per year; 

 Relevant standardized Assessment Reports such as ILEARN, WIDA ACCESS for 

ELLs, and CogAT provided annually; and  

 Other classroom assessment reports provided to parents as determined by 

individual teachers. 
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Increasing the Amount of Learning Time and Providing Timely Assistance 

to Struggling Students 

 

 English Language Learner (ELL) Teachers and Paraprofessionals – Certified 

Teachers provide English Language Development (ELD) instruction to identified 

students. Paraprofessionals provide ELL support to small groups of ELL students 

or support ELL students during direct instruction in classrooms.   

 K-12 Tier 2 Targeted Instruction Teachers – All teachers have an HQ Reading 

Endorsement and/or a general licensure to teach mathematics.  All approved 

Tier 2 instruction options are established on scientifically based research.  

Students are identified through universal screening assessments and selected 

for instruction based on the FWCS Student Selection Protocol. Interventionists 

work collaboratively with regular classroom teachers to provide Tier 1 academic 

interventions and behavioral interventions to support core instruction in ELA 

and Mathematics.  In addition, they would provide Tier 2 and 3 targeted 

supports for identified students needing additional supports to be successful 

academically and behaviorally.  Course curriculum is supported with 

scientifically based research with strong-moderate positive effects.   

 K-12 Tier 3 Personalized Instruction Teachers – All elementary teachers have 

general licensure or Special Education licensure.  All secondary teachers have 

ELA, Math or Special Education licensure.  All K-12 students receive personalized 

instruction based on diagnostic assessments and research-based instructional 

strategies. 

 Highly-qualified Paraprofessionals – Highly-qualified Paraprofessionals 

provide additional small group and individual instruction to students in Reading 

and Math who are under the direct supervision of appropriate, state-licensed 

classroom teachers. 

 Extended Learning/After-school Tutoring – An after-school tutoring program 

may be offered to students to reinforce grade-level standards and to prepare 

students for success on ISTEP+ and ILEARN 

 Classroom Teachers – Based on data analysis in both Language Arts and 

Mathematics, classroom teachers with the assistance of various support staff, 

provide additional instruction to individual students based on identified needs. 

Standard indicators are retaught until students reach proficient levels of 

performance.  Extra instructional support and time during small group or one-

on-one instruction is given to students who are still performing below expected 

proficiency levels until students become proficient.   

 RtI Process – The FWCS Pyramid for Success™ (See Appendix) 
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Technology as a Learning Tool 

 

  
We are committed to using current technologies to support the Fort Wayne Community 

School Corporation’s district-wide goal to educate all students to high standards.  The 

goals of our Technology Plan (2015-2018) are: 

1. All students will have ubiquitous access to technology for anytime, 

anywhere learning. 
2. Technology in the classroom will be standards-based. 
3. Technology will provide personalized instruction that is intuitively 

responsive, gives immediate feedback, and is engaging. 
4. Communication will be timely, pertinent, and personalized. 
5. Establish and maintain effective and efficient operations. 

  

To accomplish these goals, FWCS has a 5-year technology plan that results with each 

student having a device.  Lenovo Yoga laptops will be purchased for grades 3-12 

students and iPads will be purchased for grades K-2 students.   

  

There are three areas of software we will be concentrating on: 

1. Organizational 
2. Instructional 
3. Computational 
  

Organizational software includes software that teachers will use for classroom 

management and curriculum delivery.  This includes PowerSchool Learning (LMS), 

Pinnacle Gradebook, MS 365, and MS Office.  An assessment system that provides 

immediate feedback will be selected for the 2018-19 school year. 

  

Instructional software includes various curriculum adoption software (e.g., Big Ideas, 

GoMath!).  Agile Mind and Dreambox have also been selected for mathematics support.   

  

Computational initiatives include the introduction of computer science based on 

Code.org in grades 3-6 as a part of the Science curriculum.   
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Safe and Disciplined Learning Environment 

 

Fort Wayne Community Schools is committed to providing a safe and secure learning 

environment for all students and staff.  FWCS issues a Student and Family Support 

Guide that includes student, parent and staff rights and responsibilities to all families 

before the start of each school year.  This document outlines guidelines and 

procedures to help ensure an appropriate environment for students to have the 

opportunity to reach their potential.  Specific discipline violations, examples of desired 

behavior and corrective responses are outlined in order to inform parents and students 

of expectations.  In addition, transportation guidelines, extracurricular codes, 

expulsion procedures and legal violations regarding police assistance are outlined and 

included.  Our safety committee is in place and meets regularly to review and adjust 

our plan as needed. 

 

In addition to following specific disciplinary guidelines, FWCS also offers a variety of 

services such as student assistance programs and conflict mediation programs 

designed to help students be successful.  The support and assistance of parents are 

essential in helping students understand and follow appropriate behavior.  FWCS staff 

members are committed to working cooperatively with parents in a courteous and 

prompt manner to resolve concerns.   

 

Bullying 

Fort Wayne Community Schools defines bullying as overt, repeated acts or gestures, 

including verbal or written communications transmitted; physical acts committed; or 

any other behaviors committed by a student or group of students against another 

student with the intent to harass, ridicule, humiliate, intimidate, or harm the other 

student.  The case manager or guidance counselor at Portage Middle School provides 

character education to all students as a deterrent to bullying and other inappropriate 

behavior.  The character education classes also seek to build internal motivation for 

good citizenship.  Students who break rules are subject to disciplinary consequences 

by teachers, administrators or other school personnel. There are six levels of 

consequences for offences.  Minimum and maximum levels of disciplinary 

consequences are progressive in nature and move to a more serious consequence with 

each violation.  In the case of more serious offenses, the consequences may not be 

progressive in nature but reflect the seriousness of the situation. 

 

Attendance Rate 

 

There is a strong relationship between student attendance and student academic 

achievement.  Consequently, it is critical that student attendance rate is high.  A 

primary goal regarding attendance is to ensure the reduction of chronic absenteeism.  

Currently, Portage Middle School has a model attendance rate of 65.5%.  The school 

will closely monitor both individual and aggregate attendance.  Collection of student 

attendance rates, analysis of that data, and adjustments to the school improvement 

plan to address that data is an integral part of the school’s school improvement 

process.  Additionally, the school will report attendance rate improvement progress on 

a quarterly basis to the superintendent via the school’s Balanced Scorecard. 
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Core 40 and Honors Diplomas 

  
All middle and high school students are encouraged to take courses leading to an 

Academic Honors, Technical Honors, or Core 40 Diploma.  Counselors, teachers, and 

administrators provide course planning information during middle school and early 

high school years, and then monitor student completion of a designated course of 

study to encourage the more challenging diploma options. High School Courses 

offered at the middle school level allow students to earn high school credit toward 

earning their diploma of choice. 
 

Graduation 

  
Course and learning progressions in PreK-12, provide diverse academic 

expectations/requirements that lead to graduation and allow for all students to 

graduate from FWCS ready for college and careers. To that end, all courses that do not 

lead to additional study or direct use in the workplace have been eliminated.  The 

district has a District Master Course file of secondary courses in which most courses 

listed qualify as Academic Honors and Core 40 Diploma courses. 
 

 

Cultural Competency 

 

Fort Wayne Community Schools supports high achievement for all students through 

culturally responsive processes and cross-cultural practices. All stakeholders receive 

equitable services that meet individual and group needs, in school and classroom 

environments that recognize the uniqueness of each culture. Data is disaggregated in 

order to plan, adjust, and monitor instruction for each unique population. Professional 

learning is embedded within the learning community to equip FWCS staff with the 

resources necessary to be able to implement best practices with precision. Portage 

Middle School seeks to broaden the staff’s cultural responsiveness through purposeful 

job embedded professional learning opportunities.  

 

In addition, Portage Middle School provides interpreters of several languages to 

parents and other stakeholders who are non-English speaking.  Documents published 

by the school and district are translated in languages specific to the needs of the 

audience.  FWCS offers a strong home-based and school-based support system for all 

ELL families. 
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Additions to School Improvement Plans Demonstrating College and Career 

Preparation 

 
 Grades 1-5 (Junior Achievement) (“Career awareness models to introduce 

students to work values and basic employment concepts.”) 

o In order to prepare students for future career choices, FWCS partners with 

Junior Achievement to provide career-focused curriculum, basic 

employment concepts, and awareness of how careers help our families, 

community, and national economy. 

 Grades 6-8 (PCC/ICE) (“Initial career information models that focus on 

career choices as they relate to student interest and skills.”) 

o 6
th

 grade students will identify their career interest and set graduation 

plan goals through Indiana Career Explorer.  7
th

 grade students will 

identify their personal strengths and skills as they relate to their career 

interests through identification of their Holland Code and other methods.  

8
th

 grade students will continue to develop their understanding of their 

own strengths while relating them to educational requirements for their 

chosen career.  In addition, middle school students have exposure to an 

online career navigation program, career-related courses, career-focused 

classroom lessons, job-site tours, guest speakers, and career days/week. 

o In addition, middle school students will take part in Junior Achievement 

curriculum centered around economics, career choices, and soft skills. 

 Grades 9-10 (ELA) (“career exploration models that offer students insight 

into future employment options.”) 

o 9
th

 grade students are required to take the “Preparing for College and 

Careers” course which will continue to explore future employment 

options, personal interests, college and other postsecondary options, and 

employability skills.  In addition, students will receive instruction from 

Junior Achievement in skills that are in demand by employers and 

analyzing factors in which to consider when choosing future careers. 

 Grades 11-12 (Economics) (Career preparation models that provide job or 

further education counseling, including the following: Initial job counseling, 

including the use of job service officers to provide school-based 

assessment, information, and guidance on employment options and the 

rights of students as employees, workplace orientation visits, and on-the-

job experience exercises.) 

o 12
th

 grade students will take part in a Junior Achievement unit which 

incorporates career skills.  In addition, FWCS students throughout their 

educational career will be exposed to guest speakers, opportunities for 

job shadowing and job-site tours, post-secondary education and training 

tours, internships/apprenticeships, capstone courses, career and 

technical education courses through the Career Academy at Anthis, 

career-specific advanced coursework, and career-specific counseling.   
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Benchmarks for Improvement 

  

Portage Middle School and the FWCS district support staff have established clear goals 

and targets for the coming year. The plan is based on a comprehensive needs 

assessment that includes data analysis and identifying areas of concern based on that 

analysis. The evidence of this can be seen in the action plan. A quarterly review of the 

action plan based on the data analysis will occur four times during the school year. 

Benchmarks/targets have been established for each school goal. The Balanced 

Scorecard clearly defines trend data and targets for future improvement.  

 

Measure Baseline Benchmarks 

ISTEP+/ILEARN ELA – 17.2%      MA – 15.8%  ELA – 30%   MA – 30% 

Attendance 55.8% 60% 

 

Statutes and Rules to be Waived 

 

Portage Middle School is not seeking any waivers for the 2020-21 school year. 
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Pyramid for Success™ Three Tier Model 

 

Introduction 

 

The FWCS Pyramid for Success™ model details a systematic way of organizing and 

delivering appropriate responses to all students for their Academic and Readiness to 

Learn social, emotional, and behavioral needs. The Pyramid for Success™ encompasses 

the FWCS version of the RtI process. RtI reflects both Response to Intervention and 

Response to Instruction. Together they address a variety of needs from pre-referral for 

special education evaluation activities to personalized plans that 

stretch high ability students to achieve above grade level.  

 

The Pyramid for Success™ is a district-wide system of 

progressive responses that provides value added support for all 

students for their Academic and Readiness to Learn needs. The 

Pyramid provides a framework for delivery of services that 

ensures all students can achieve at high levels and maximize 

their potential.  Services include evidence based core practices, 

targeted instruction and targeted interventions, and intensive 

personalized plans for students with the greatest needs. 

Movement through the Pyramid is fluid, flexible, and data 

driven. 

 

Tier I:  Foundation for All Students    

 

Tier I is the foundation for addressing the Academic and Readiness to Learn needs of 

all students. This foundation includes core academic standards, and grade level 

appropriate social, emotional, and behavioral expectations for all. Scientifically based 

practices support students’ successes. Screening, progress monitoring, and pre-post 

assessments guide data-based decision making. Differentiated challenges and 

supports allow at least 80-90% of all students to be successful and to maximize their 

potential.  

 

Tier 2:  Targeted Responses 

 

Tier 2 provides targeted, data-based responses in addition to the Tier I foundation for 

all students. Five to ten percent of students may need focused supports in order to be 

successful and maximize their potential. Progress monitoring assessments and 

processes document student progress and guide decision-making. 

 

Tier 3:  Intensive Personalized Responses 

 

Tier 3 is designed to address specific individual needs. For students who struggle the 

most, this requires precise, intensive and personalized plans. For students with high 

abilities, this might include individualized challenges. About 1-5% of students will 

require Tier 3 responses that go beyond the differentiated practices and targeted 

responses of Tiers 1 and 2 in order to be successful. Tier 3 may include an alternative 

to the Tier 1 foundation for parts or all of the school day.  
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High Ability Academic Emphasis 

 

The High Ability pathway through the Pyramid includes scientifically 

based instruction with differentiated enhancements. Students who 

have the ability to perform above grade level are given 

opportunities to maximize growth. Students’ responses to 

instruction are monitored and a problem solving process is used 

when students need more challenge. Screening assessments are 

used at grades K, 2, 5, and 8 to identify students who have the 

potential ability to perform above grade level; however, students 

may be identified as high ability at any grade. Instructional 

decisions are data driven and movement through the Pyramid is 

designed to be fluid and flexible.   
 

 

  
  

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 

Population 

Served 

All students 
80-90% should be 

successful in Tier 1 

with differentiation 

5-10% of students 

who need more 

challenge along 

with  
Tier 1 

1-5% of students who 

need more than Tier 1 

& Tier 2 Instruction 

Content 
  
  

Research based core 

instruction 

differentiated with 

enhancements 

Targeted 

instructional 

opportunities occur 

along with the core 

to support student 

growth above grade 

level 

Intensive, 

personalized 

instruction that may 

include an alternate 

replacement core for 

parts or all of the 

school day 

Assessments 
Formative, Interim 

and Summative 

assessments 

  
Formative, Interim 

and Summative 

assessments 

  
Formative, Interim and 

Summative 

assessments 

Group Size 
  

Per general education 

class size 
or small group 
or individual 

Group size varies 

according to the 

targeted 

instructional 

opportunity  

Small group or 

individual services  

Time 

Parameters 
  

Daily per general 

education schedule 

Daily per general 

education schedule 

per the opportunity  
Per personalized plan 
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FWCS High Ability Service Model 

  
Fort Wayne Community Schools is committed to meeting the need for a comprehensive 

and continuous Levels of Service (LoS) program for High Ability students. The program 

is included within the FWCS Pyramid for Success™ three tier model. High ability 

students are served in all three tiers. Students identified as high ability must receive 

services through one of the following: differentiated instruction, honors classes, 

Advanced Placement classes, dual credit classes, or International Baccalaureate classes.  
  
LEVEL I Services for ALL STUDENTS occurring in Tier 1 (80-90%) 

Differentiated Core Instruction with Enhancements 
 The classroom teacher has primary responsibility for providing differentiated 

instruction. 
 All students are provided with appropriate and challenging content and 

processes both in the classroom and/or through learning opportunities outside 

the classroom. 
 Content is delivered to more than one student at a time in small group or whole 

group settings. 
 Instructional enhancements or activities are offered by invitation or on a 

voluntary basis, are of short-term duration, and may vary over time based on 

changing content and student needs. 
 Content or activities are designed to deepen understanding and emphasize 

discovery and capacity building. 
 Differentiated classroom instruction may include: an emphasis on creative and 

critical thinking skills and tools, adjustments for individual learning styles, 

extended group projects, flexible grouping, small groups for reading, or mini-

courses.  
 Services provided outside the core school schedule may include: creative 

programs or contests, science/interest fairs, special interest or hobby 

groups/clubs, field trips, guest speakers, or specialty related arts classes. 
  

LEVEL II Services for SOME STUDENTS occurring in Tier 2 (10-15%) 
Differentiated Targeted Instruction 
 Services are based on supports and strategies developed by the Student Support 

Team. 
 Targeted Instruction is based on data and is offered in addition to Core 

Instruction. 
 Targeted Instruction is based on student strengths and interests, formative, 

interim, and/or summative assessments.  
 Content is may be delivered to more than one student at a time. 
 In addition to Level I services, students may participate, curriculum compacting, 

advanced school or community programs, or competition groups.  
 

 
LEVEL III Services for a FEW STUDENTS occurring in Tier 3 (less than 5%) 
Intensive Personalized Instruction  
 Services are based on plan developed by the Student Support Team. 
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 The plan details responses to the student’s need for personalized instruction. 
 In-depth studies may be used to provide high levels of challenge. 
 Acceleration may include early admission to kindergarten, movement to higher 

grade levels for specific instruction, grade advancement, or early graduation. 
 
Multifaceted Student Assessment Plan (Identification Process) 
K, 2, 5, 8 grades (8

th

 grade is for students who are new to FWCS since their 6
th

 grade 

year);  
High School (referred on a case by case basis). 
  

English/Language Arts 
Pathway 1: CogAT Standard Age Score Verbal Percentile of 89

th

 or higher 
Pathway 2: CogAT Standard Age Score Verbal Percentile of 80

th

-88
th

 and score on 

the SIGS (Scales for Identifying Gifted Students) Teacher Form on ELA scale of 

96
th

 percentile or higher (general norms). 
Pathway 3: All information from Pathway 2 and a norm-referenced achievement test 

score of 92
nd

 percentile or higher. 
  

Math 
Pathway 1: CogAT Standard Age Score Quantitative Percentile of 89

th

 or higher 
Pathway 2: CogAT Standard Age Score Quantitative/Nonverbal partial composite 

Percentile of 89
th

 or higher. 
 Pathway 3: CogAT Standard Age Score Quantitative or Quantitative/Nonverbal 

Percentile of 80
th

-88
th

 and score on the SIGS Teacher Form on Math scale of 96
th

 

percentile or higher (general norms). 
Pathway 4: All information from Pathway 3 and a norm-referenced achievement test 

score of 92
nd

 percentile or higher.   
  

Special Populations: 
Students with IEPs:  
Accommodations will be made for students in accordance with the language written in 

their IEPs. Please note that accommodations noted in a student’s IEP should be used 

only if doing so will not alter the nature of the ability the test is intended to measure.  
Examples of common accommodations for CogAT include, but are not limited to: 

 Repeated directions 
 Separate location 
 Large-print edition 
 Assistance with the answer document 

 
Students with ILPs:  
Accommodations will be made for students in accordance with the language written in 

their ILPs. Please note that accommodations noted in a student’s ILP should be used 

only if doing so will not alter the nature of the ability the test is intended to measure.  
Examples of common accommodations for CogAT include, but are not limited to: 

 Small group/Individual administration 
 Repeated directions 
 Test administered by ELL Teacher or individual providing language services 
 Directions administered in a language other than English 
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Resources for Instruction for High Ability Students 
  
Available on the FWCS Intranet are documents that can be used to support teacher 

instructional decision-making when working with students who are identified as high 

ability and/or who are achieving above grade level. The information in these 

documents can be used in both Tier 1 and Tier 2 instruction, depending on student 

need. Options provided on the documents may require more intensity or focus at 

different times and in different content areas. The use of the options should be 

deliberate and precise based on student’s data and will, most often, need to be 

differentiated based on the student’s readiness level or processing strategies. 

Responses to student need should meet a “could/would/should test.” Teachers should 

ask: Could all students do this? Would all students do this? Should all students do this? 

If the response to any of those questions is “yes,” then the option is not differentiated 

for high ability students.  
  

 Tier 1 Core Instruction: Differentiated contains general information about 

differentiation strategies and will support the establishment of classroom 

practices that will lead to ease with differentiation.  
 Tier 1 High Ability Support Options contains a chart that teachers can use for 

planning purposes and to document what is working or needs to be changed.  
  
The documents are found on the FWCS Intranet page – Departments  (Under 

Curriculum) Advanced Courses/High Ability: 
https://home.fwcs.k12.in.us/academic_services/high_ability.php 
  

Comprehensive Needs Assessment 

 

The Comprehensive Needs Analysis a yearlong process. Principals and QIT members 

are regularly looking at timely data and having dialogue to better align strategies with 

the FWCS SIP template that now reflects our efforts to improve literacy and 

disproportionality.  The data being collected will focus on strategies to support specific 

subgroups that are measurable. Along with looking at student data, all schools will 

have a professional learning plan that joins the needs of the improvement on student 

data as well as the needs of individual teachers. Schools will also evaluate the adult 

learning and work to support teachers in professional growth. As schools work through 

the 8 Turnaround principles, they will concentrate on parent engagement, data 

analysis, instruction, and school climate as areas of improvement. 

 

 

Key Areas of Focus for Improvement (Narrative) 

 

A rigorous school improvement plan includes information surrounding 

improvement that is needed immediately. 

  

 

 

https://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/iam
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Leadership: 

How will the leadership be cultivated in 

order to achieve the goals in the school 

improvement plan? 

 

 

 

We will continue to use the Teaching and 

Learning Cycle PL Guidance Tool to 

guide PL Conversations. Lead teachers 

will facilitate PL during PL sessions 

embedded during the school day. 

Members of the A-team provide feedback 

and facilitate PL 
 

 

 

Effective Instruction: 

How will instruction be fostered in order 

to achieve the goals in the school 

improvement plan? 

 

 

 

 

We will continue to use the Teaching and 

Learning Cycle PL Guidance Tool to 

guide PL Conversations.  Use of building 

and district ICs to help teachers set 

instruction goals that are observed by 

principal and IC during classroom 

observations with timely and consistent 

feedback 

 

Transferring instructional goals and 

strategies and modifying them to deliver 

quality remote instruction as well as in-

person instruction 

 

 

Student Supports: 

How is the whole student supported in 

order to achieve the goals in the school 

improvement plan? 

 

 

 

 

Students are supported through PBIS 

training, Trauma-Informed Care, and 

Brain Based Research Strategies 
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Appendices 

 
 

FWCS Beliefs, Assumptions, Systems 

 
 

 

1. Mission, Vision, Core Values 

2. District Goals 

3. FWCS Systems for Action 

4. Moral Purpose / Triple P 

5. FWCS Pyramid for Success 

6. Vision for Learning / 21
st

 Century Student Skills 

7. Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment Matrix 

8. FWCS Leadership Framework 

9. FWCS Professional Learning Framework 

10. FWCS Professional Learning System 

11. Standards for Professional Learning 

12. Cycle of Continuous Improvement for Educator Practices 

13. Change Theory (Arrow) 

14. Ron Edmond’s quote 
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1. Mission, Vision, Core Values 
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2. District Goals 
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3. FWCS Systems for Action 
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4. Moral Purpose / Triple P 
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5. Pyramid for Success 
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6. Vision for Learning / 21st Century Student Skills 
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7. Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment Matrix 
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8. FWCS Leadership Framework 
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9. Professional Learning Framework 
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10. Standards for Professional Learning 
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11. Cycle of Continuous Improvement for Educator Practices 
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12. Change Theory Arrow 
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13. Ron Edmonds Quote 
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District Resources 

 

Standards for Professional Learning, Theory of Change Questions, Turnaround 

Principles 

FWCS Learning Designs 4-5-6 

All FWCS Learning Designs – Curriculum Department page on FWCS Intranet 

Attendance data can be found in Hyperion Workspace under Online Reporting: 

 

o  

o  

 

 

 

 Click Begin 

 Select the appropriate school year and School  

 Click Process 

SIP dashboard data is available under Power BI Reporting:  

 SIP Data folder 

o Discipline Disproportionality 

o Literacy Rate 

o ISTEP 

o etc. 

K-Geometry Math Scope and Sequences 

K-12 ELA Scope & Sequence 

K-12 Social Studies Scope & Sequence 

Vision for Learning – add Link?? 

Guidelines for Presenting Climate Survey Results with Staff 

FWCS Code of Conduct 

Focus and Priority Requirements 

ELA High Priority Standards for Grades 3-8 

https://reports.fwcs.k12.in.us/Reports/browse/
https://reports.fwcs.k12.in.us/Reports/browse/
https://onlinereporting.fwcs.k12.in.us/workspace/index.jsp
https://onlinereporting.fwcs.k12.in.us/workspace/index.jsp
https://home.fwcs.k12.in.us/files/strategic_initiatives/professional_learning/Collaborative%20Conversations%20July%202016.pdf
https://reports.fwcs.k12.in.us/Reports/browse/
https://home.fwcs.k12.in.us/files/strategic_initiatives/14346.pdf
https://fortwayneschools.org/files/code_of_conduct.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19CqrGbYP9bikF1gWdHGhNeQd0WKx4TpD/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TAlKFQ3xdHUgRLXw0Qgi3ZKQc7N5N6ELCa40WBqGAJw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/146_vDNufhhFVW5jojXeKZP9y_rtn7IiA/view?usp=sharing
https://home.fwcs.k12.in.us/academic_services/high_ability.php
https://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/ilearn
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1j8ff0Yh0Cj5YNfXtu1fv9V73SH9YVy0DXBIkEcAv9M8/edit?usp=sharing
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District Resources, continued  

Books: 

Hirsh, S., Psencik, K., Brown, F. (2014). Becoming a Learning System. 

Fullan, M., Hill, P., Crevola, C. (2006). Breakthrough. 

Fullan, M., Quinn, J., McEachen, J. (2018). Deep Learning: Engage the World 

Change the World. 

Fullan, M., Quinn, J., McEachen, J., Gardner, M., Drummy, M. (2019). Dive into 

Deep Learning: Tools for Engagement.  

Hirsh, S., Crow, T. (2017). Becoming a Learning Team. 

Patterson, K., Grenny, J., McMillan, R., Switzler, A. (2011). Crucial 

Conversations: Tools for Talking When Stakes are High.  

Psencik, K. (2011). The Coach's Craft: Powerful Practices to Support School 

Leaders. 

Psencik, K. (2009). Accelerating Student and Staff Learning: Purposeful 

Curriculum Collaboration. 

Sporleder, J., Forbes, H. (2016). The Trauma-Informed School: A Step-by-Step 

Implementation Guide for Administrators and School Personnel 


